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Well, maybe eventually is now. With a bit of 
head-above-the-bunker bravery, or foolishness, I 
would like to suggest that we may be seeing, to 
paraphrase Winston Churchill, not the beginning of 
the end, but the end of the beginning.2

What brings on this burst of sunny optimism? IBM 
has reported statistics on cyberattacks showing a 
decline from 12,017 in 2014 to 1,157 in 2015.3 The 
Ponemon Institute’s annual assessment of the cost 
of data breaches indicates that in Germany and the 
United States, the rate of increase in cost has slowed 
over the period from 2013 to 2015 and has actually 
declined in Australia and the United Kingdom.4 
Symantec also publishes an annual study of Internet 
security threats, which reports a 2 percent increase in 
the number of data breaches in 2015, compared with 
a 23 percent increase the year before.5

Now, one swallow does not a summer make, but 
three reports of declining rates or actual decreases  
may be early indicators of a trend. Let us, for  
the sake of this article, assume that it is so. Since 
we can reasonably suppose that the cyberbaddies 
have not had a sudden spurt of virtue, maybe  
those of us trying to prevent cyberattacks are 
having a positive effect. What are some of those 
things that are creating this favorable trend, if a 
trend it is??

Acceptance

Several years ago, I wrote in this space that 
acceptance by senior management and boards of 
directors of the threat of cyberattacks was the key 
to generating the budgets to counter the threat.6 
There is little doubt in my mind that this has been 
accomplished. Numerous news reports, research 
studies and publications7 have made the reality of 
cyber security incidents clear to those holding the 
purse strings.

Understanding does not necessarily lead to 
action, but I believe, in this instance, it has. As a 
veteran information security professional, I believe 
the case for cyber security preparations makes 
itself. The media reports by themselves did not 
convince decision makers that countermeasures 
were required. If anything, they raised questions 

The End of the Beginning?

Do you have 
something  
to say about 
this article?
Visit the Journal 
pages of the ISACA® 
website (www.isaca.
org/journal), find the 
article and click on 
the Comments link to 
share your thoughts.

Steven J. Ross, CISA, CISSP, MBCP
Is executive principal of Risk Masters International LLC. Ross has been 
writing one of the Journal’s most popular columns since 1998. He can be 
reached at stross@riskmastersintl.com.

At each stage in the evolution of information 
security, there has been a problem—access control, 
viruses, hackers, data leakage, to name a few—that 
has seemed insuperable. Then, little by little, the 
community of information security professionals came 
to grips with the problem. They did not eliminate it, 
but they contained it and made it manageable. After 
all, we are still confronted by unauthorized access, 
nasty malware, script kiddies and misused data, but 
we are able to continue to use information systems 
and The-End-of-Civilization-As-We-Know-It has 
not occurred, despite frantic contemporaneous 
predictions of chaos.

The most recent subject matter of the Doom and 
Gloom Brigade is cyberattacks.1 Now, these really 
are different because they are deliberate, targeted, 
malicious attempts to harm specific organizations, 
perpetrated by governments, criminals and 
terrorists with large reserves of time, money and 
expertise. But I am convinced that, as large as the 
problem might currently be, the information security 
community will eventually contain and manage the 
problem of cyberattacks. Eventually, yes, but when?
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Providers of outsourced IT services have a strategic 
interest in information security generally and in 
cyber security specifically. Most of us information 
security professionals provide support for systems 
that, in turn, support business processes. We do 
not make loans or steel or candy for a living; we 
help make the information the business people 
use more reliable and available. Even if information 
security is breached, the products retain their value.
Cloud providers are in the business of information 
systems; the systems are their products. Therefore, 
breaches of security—particularly those in which 
customer data wind up in nefarious hands—
undermine the market potential of the cloud 
companies themselves. As was stated by a 
colleague of mine, 

Cloud and Software as a Service (SaaS) 
vendors…clearly have the resources and 
capabilities to provide safe environments. Their 
technical resources are unprecedented in many 
ways, as demonstrated by the way in which 
Cloud and SaaS vendors have developed 
innovative systems using generic, low-cost 
servers which now threaten the businesses of 
major well-capitalized leaders in technology. 
Presumably, they have the ability as well to 
secure their services and data. They have a 
commercial incentive too. A security breach in 
a Cloud or SaaS would bring not just financial, 
legal, reputational and regulatory risk to the 
vendor, but existential risk as well.9 

If that is what it takes to get to the beginning of the 
end, I am all for it.

about why existing safeguards were insufficient. 
But acceptance of the reality of cyberthreats gave 
information security management a receptive 
audience when the case was made.

Technology 

Where money is to be made, the market will 
respond, and it has. There are hundreds of products 
and services available8 that purport to be the 
solution to cyberattacks. Many of these, so I have 
found, are merely repackaging of existing tools and 
technologies, but that is relatively unimportant. The 
technologies were not previously being bought, 
implemented and used (or at least not for cyber 
security purposes). If it takes a bright new label 
and an avid salesman to get the right tools into the 
hands of the right people, that is just fine with me.

As I parse the marketplace, I see roughly a third 
of the top products providing prevention, about 
a quarter detection and analytics, and the rest 
splintered among risk management, services and 
testing. Shockingly, to me at least, there are no 
products in the marketplace for recovery from 
cyberattacks. I think there is a great product 
opportunity there if—a significant if—there are 
buyers waiting for the market to respond. 

In so many organizations, information security 
and disaster recovery are in different management 
chains, and the budgeted funds are not flowing in 
the direction of recovery. Perhaps it is just that the 
promise of prevention overwhelms the reality that 
even very well-protected companies and government 
agencies have experienced cyberattacks. No matter 
how strong the preventive and detective tools may 
be, the attackers have the luxury of time, money and 
patience. Attacks will happen to the well prepared 
and the unprotected, so cyberrecoverability needs to 
be a part of every organization’s armory.

The Cloud

More and more organizations are migrating more and 
more applications and infrastructure to the cloud. 
This may be little more than outsourcing or it may 
be a complete revision of their IT architectures, but 
it seems that there has been a positive, perhaps 
unintended, side effect:  Security has been improved. 

   In so many organizations, 
information security and 
disaster recovery are in different 
management chains, and the 
budgeted funds are not flowing in 
the direction of recovery.
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malicious activity that is attempting to collect, 
disrupt, deny, degrade or destroy information 
system resources or the information itself.”

4  IBM, 2016 Ponemon Cost of Data Breach 
Study:  Global Analysis, 2016, p. 5,  
www-03.ibm.com/security/data-breach/

5  Symantec, 2016 Internet Security Threat Report, 
April 2016, p. 9, https://www.symantec.com/
security-center/threat-report

6  Ross, S., “Bear Acceptance,” ISACA Journal, 
vol. 4, 2014, www.isaca.org/archives

7  ISACA®, Cybersecurity:  What the Board of 
Directors Needs to Ask, USA, 2014

8  See the list of the top 500 in 2016 at  
www.cybersecurityventures.com.

9  Cytryn, A., et al; “Hackers, Snoopers and 
Thieves:  How to Handle the Latest Threats,” 
The Journal of Corporate Accounting and 
Finance, July/August 2014, p. 49–50

Endnotes

1  Ross, S., “The Train of Danger,” ISACA® 
Journal, vol. 5, 2011, www.isaca.org/archives/. 
Myself included, no one who can write an article 
called “The Train of Danger” has any right to 
point fingers at others. But I shall point anyway.

2  Churchill, W.; “The Bright Gleam of Victory,” 
speech delivered to the Lord Mayor’s Day 
Luncheon at the Mansion House, London, 
England, 10 November 1942. The exact quote 
is, “Now this is not the end. It is not even the 
beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end 
of the beginning.”

3  IBM Security, Reviewing a Year of Serious 
Data Breaches, Major Attacks and New 
Vulnerabilities, USA, 2016, p. 5. IBM defines 
an attack as, “A security event that has been 
identified by correlation and analytics tools as 
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IS auditbasics
Data Management Body of Knowledge  
A Summary for Auditors

A previous column reviewed the domains of data 
and information audits.1 This column continues the 
exploration of this topic by focusing on the Data 
Management Body of Knowledge2 (DMBOK) and 
what it does not cover. The DMBOK should be 
regarded as a complement to the guidance offered 
in ISACA®’s COBIT® 5:  Enabling Information.3 

Without data, applications and information 
technologies are of no use. Data are often referred 
to as a “key corporate asset” and yet, being 
intangible, they are not always managed as if 
they have value. Besides, the issues around data 
governance and management are complex and not 
always understood by the IT department or data 
owners (or, in other terminology, stewards  
or custodians).

Purists and taxonomists are likely to take issue  
with the following statements:

• There cannot be knowledge without information.

• There cannot be information without data.

• Data represent “things” that can be observed, 
measured, shared and recorded.

While proof is unattainable, it can be assumed 
that human prehistory was rich in knowledge and 
information. The earliest human societies did, after all, 
survive, develop and spread around the earth by land 
and sea. This cannot be explained by just chance. 

The oldest records known are cave paintings, e.g., 
Lascaux and Chauvet4 in France, the latter estimated 
to be 36,000 years old, containing stunning drawings 
done for an unknown reason. These paintings 
gradually evolved into means to represent language 
in graphical forms,5 the earliest of which (Sumerian 
and Egyptian) are around 5,000 years old.

Mass literacy (reading and writing) continues to 
expand around the world, but has not yet reached 
100 percent. Despite this growth, many people 
remain functionally illiterate, unable to make sense 
of, say, income tax forms and insurance policies, let 
alone complex texts on any subject.

When it comes to data, with billions of people 
having access to the Internet and social networks, 
everyone is a potential content creator. Many provide 
quality information while others feel free to express 
opinions, gossip, and mis- and disinformation. Poor-
quality data should be treated as the garbage of the 
information society, and the real issue is the ability to 
separate the quality items from the garbage.

Literacy in data quality and data validation has a 
long way to go. This is equally true in the corporate 
environment as enterprises deal with their own 
collections of data, let alone big data, business 
intelligence and other services requiring data from 
multiple sources. 

To make matters more difficult, the responsibility for 
data is not always shared between business owners 
and IS/IT. Data quality and life cycle management 

Ed Gelbstein, Ph.D., 1940–2015
Worked in IS/IT in the private and public sectors in various countries for  
more than 50 years. Gelbstein did analog and digital development in the 
1960s, incorporated digital computers in the control systems for continuous 
process in the late ‘60s and early ‘70s, and managed projects of increasing 
size and complexity until the early 1990s. In the ‘90s, he became an executive 
at the preprivatized British Railways and then the United Nations global 
computing and data communications provider. Following his (semi)retirement 
from the UN, he joined the audit teams of the UN Board of Auditors and  
the French National Audit Office. Thanks to his generous spirit and prolific 
writing, his column will continue to be published in the ISACA® Journal 
posthumously.
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This column is the final IS Audit Basics 
contribution from Ed Gelbstein, Ph.D., to the 
ISACA® Journal. He was the IS Audit Basics 
columnist from volume 1, 2015, to volume 3, 
2017. Prior to his death in July 2015, Gelbstein 
wrote and contributed enough columns to 
the ISACA Journal to fill this column until now 
because of his desire to share his professional 
knowledge and his prolific writing. ISACA is 
deeply grateful to Ed Gelbstein and his wife 
Cora for his continued, valuable contributions 
of knowledge and expertise to ISACA Journal 
readers both before and after his death.
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Figure 1—Content of the DMBOK

 

Source:  E. Gelbstein. Reprinted with permission.

The DMBOK

First published in 2009, the DMBOK presented 
a coherent and comprehensive guide to best 
practices in data governance. It was updated 
in 2012 to reflect the explosive growth of data, 
security issues and new services such as the cloud, 
and to add several topics that were not included in 
the first edition.

It would be nice if the 430 pages of the 2012 
publication could be summarized into something 
easy to absorb. The illustrations in this column 
attempt to do just that in the form of a single-page 
mind map,7 shown in figure 1. Is it complete? 
Certainly not, but it shows the 10 knowledge areas 
covered and the main elements discussed in them. 

from acquisition to disposal are business issues 
(as are data classification, role-based access 
rules, etc.) while IT looks after implementing 
identity management, physical and logical security, 
backups, disaster recovery, etc. Dialog between 
these parties often leaves a lot to be desired.

Auditors are in an ideal position to determine 
the effectiveness of these shared responsibilities 
and identify areas where business risk could be 
mitigated further.

The COBIT® 5 family of products includes a special 
publication6 covering some of these topics, and the 
DMBOK is a comprehensive framework discussing 
data governance issues in several well-structured 
sections (knowledge areas) covering several 
hundred pages. 

Data Governance

Data Quality

Define data quality requirements
Analyze and assess data quality

Define data quality metrics
Define data quality business rules
Measure and monitor data quality

Address data quality issues

COBITs Enabling Information 4.5
Understand B1 information needs

Define and maintain DW and B1 architecture
Implement DW and data marts

COBITs Enabling Information 4.6
Sources and contributors

Define and maintain match rules
Define and maintain hierarchies and affiliation

Implement B1 tools and user interfaces
Monitor and tune B1 activity and performance

Clean and correct data quality defects

Establish the architecture

Design and implement it

Different architectures for solution spaces

Taxonomies
Namespaces
Metadata

Unified Modeling Language (UML)
Entity Relation

Analysis and design

Detailed data design

Object Role
NoSQL and other…

Database support
Configuration management

Types of database and file systems

Virtualization and Cloud
Integrity of data assets

Data regulatory requirements
Assess database vulnerabilities

Data security classifications

Define data sensitivity in metadata
Define data security policy and procedures
Manage data access

Data integration architecture
Plan and implement integration of new data sources

Reference and master data intgration needs

Replicate and distribute reference and master data
Virtualization
Manage changes

Audit data security

Enterprise data model
Database architecture

Understand metadata requirements
Define the metadata architecture

Define and maintain metadata standards
Implement a managed metadata environment

Create and maintain metadata
Integrate metadata

Manage metadata repositories
Distribute metadata

Query, report and analyze metadata

Data Architecture

Metadata

Data Modeling and Development

Data Storage and Operations

Data Security

Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence

Reference and Master Data

Documents and Content Managment

See also COBITs Enabling Information

Data Integration and Interoperability
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A data-valuation framework9 groups data in a 
way that identifies their business importance and, 
therefore, the degree to which they need to be 
protected and recovered:

• Mission-critical—Frequently used, must have 
very high availability. If corrupted or disclosed, 
high and immediate impact (financial, operational, 
reputational, possibly legal) may follow.

• Business-critical—Frequently used, high 
availability, significant long-term impact if disclosed

• Essential—Periodically used, available in a 
defined time frame, possible long-term impact if 
disclosed

• Consequential—Occasionally used, available 
over a long time frame, unlikely financial or 
operational impact if disclosed, but possible 
compliance issues

Presented this way, it contains more details than  
the pie chart in the DMBOK text (a circle divided 
into 10 segments with just a title). It is also easier  
to see the whole at once than by reading the table 
of contents.

A useful feature of both versions of the DMBOK 
is that every chapter, i.e., every knowledge area, 
begins with a summary diagram using the template 
shown in figure 2. 

This provides an at-a-glance summary of each 
knowledge area that facilitates the study of the full 
DMBOK. Interestingly, the DMBOK does not need 
to be read sequentially, as each knowledge area 
is self-contained and invites a “just in time,” rather 
than a “just in case,” approach to study.  

New in the 2012 version of DMBOK is the data 
management maturity assessment, based on the 
International Organization for Standardization  
(ISO)/International Electrotechnical Commission 
(IEC)’s ISO/IEC 15504, Information technology—
Process assessment. The publication COBIT® 
Process Assessment Model (PAM):  Using  
COBIT® 5 is equally applicable.

What Is Not in DMBOK

Two relevant topics are not covered in the 
DMBOK:  assigning value to data and auditing data 
management. 

Assigning Value to Data 
At the lowest level, qualitative data values consist 
of words while quantitative data values consist of 
numbers, ideally financial numbers, as these can 
be used to support return on investment (ROI) 
assessments for database technologies, data 
warehouses, business intelligence applications, 
data security initiatives, etc. The interested reader 
could consider Douglas Hubbard’s book on how to 
measure anything.8  

While classifying data into categories such 
as public, restricted and confidential is well 
established, this does not assign business value, 
e.g., of intellectual property.

Figure 2—Template for Knowledge Area Summary in DMBOK

Source:  E. Gelbstein. Reprinted with permission.

Knowledge Area

Definition:  What it is and what is does

Knowledge Area Goals

Inputs
Input 1…
Input n…

Supplier Roles
Role 1…
Role n…

Responsible Roles
Role 1…
Role n…

Deliverables
Output 1…
Output n…

Consumer Roles
Role 1…
Role n…

Stakeholder Rolds
Role 1…
Role n…

Process
Activity 1…
Activity n…

Metrics
Metric 1…
Metric n…
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In addition, auditors can rely on the DMBOK and 
COBIT® 5:  Enabling Information13 to formulate an 
audit plan that examines:

• Which of the 10 knowledge areas have been 
implemented

• The extent to which the individual sub-areas have 
been implemented 

• The extent to which the roles and accountabilities 
of the various parties shown in figure 2 are 
defined and implemented

•  The assessed maturity of the various knowledge 
area processes

Conclusion

If data really are a corporate resource, it would 
make sense to manage them as such. How can 
management continue to justify a situation where 
dark data outnumbers mission- and business-critical 
data, where data governance is weak, and big data 
continues to dominate the media? By contrast, old 
office furniture stored in a basement is bar coded and 
inventoried and shown as assets in the accounts. 

Endnotes

 1  Gelbstein, E., “The Domains of Data and 
Information Audits,” ISACA® Journal, vol. 6, 
2016, www.isaca.org/journal/archives

 2  The Data Management Association, DAMA-Data 
Management Body of Knowledge Framework, 
6 March 2014, https://www.dama.org/sites/
default/files/download/DAMA-DMBOK2-
Framework-V2-20140317-FINAL.pdf

 3  ISACA®, COBIT® 5:  Enabling Information, USA, 
2013, www.isaca.org/COBIT/Pages/COBIT-5-
Enabling-Information-product-page.aspx

 4  La Grotte Chauvet-Pont d’Arc, Ardeche,  
http://archeologie.culture.fr/chauvet/

 5  Robinson, A.; The Story of Writing:  Alphabets, 
Hieroglyphs & Pictograms, Thames & Hudson, 
UK, 2007

• Noncritical—Rarely used, availability uncritical, 
minimal or no business impact if disclosed

• Inconsequential—Used only on request, 
availability uncritical, minimal or no business 
impact if disclosed

• Disposable—Not used, no impact (and yet, kept 
in huge amounts, as dark data)

There is an interesting quote on dark data from the 
Gartner Blog Network:  “‘Dark data’ is the cute name 
given to all that data an organization gathers that is 
not part of their day-to-day operations. It is old stuff, 
stuff that turned up in the mail that you kept, ‘just 
in case.’ It is data that you didn’t erase, because 
‘it might come in handy some time’.”10 And, as the 
blogger said, dark data are a storage vendor’s dream.

Auditing Data Governance 
For the purpose of auditing data governance,  
one could consider the Data Audit Framework11 
(DAF) developed by the Humanities Advanced 
Technology and Information Institute (HATII) at 
the University of Glasgow (Scotland, UK) and its 
associated DAF methodology, both available as  
free downloads.12 
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Methodology.pdf
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Q:  How do you 
think the role of 
the information 
security professional 
is changing or has 
changed? 

A:  At the turn of the 
century, IT security was a 
role which was starting to 
become more prevalent; 
however, many people 
in these roles had few 
external qualifications. IT 
security teams were part 
of the IT function with 
the main customers for 
their advice being other IT 
professionals, and many 
of these individuals were 
“techies.” Any IT security 
risk factors were only on 
an IT risk register. 

Companies now require 
that their security 
professionals have 
external qualifications 
to demonstrate their 
knowledge and 
professionalism. In many 
organizations, IT security 
is no longer embedded 
in the IT organization, 
but integrated with other 
business risk teams. 
Across the security 
team, professionals are 
having to develop a 
broader understanding 
of leadership and 
business skills, regularly 
having conversations 
with business leaders 
and board members 
explaining threats, risk 
and mitigations. Most 
companies now have  
the risk associated with 
cyber security threats 
in their top 10 business 
risks factors, with boards 
discussing it several 
times a year.

Q:  How did you develop 
your career in cyber 
security and strike a 
work-life balance as a 
working parent?

A:  As the primary 
caregiver, when my 
children were born my 
career aspirations were 
put on hold. When my 
children were preschool 
age, it was easy to work 
full time. During this time, 
I had endeavored to 
minimize business trips, 
often leading to “day 
trips” to the US. As my 
children got older, getting 
back from work at 7 p.m. 
did not work. After much 
deliberation, I asked if I 
could work part time. I 
had a very sympathetic 
employer and we agreed 
on a flexible arrangement. 
During school terms, 
I worked short days 
matching the school day. 
And during school holiday, 
I worked normal days, just 
fewer. Over the eight years 
that I worked part time, I 
moved from 60 percent to 
90 percent, having longer 
days as the children got 
older and spent more time 
in school. While close 
colleagues and managers 
knew that I worked part 
time, I do not believe that 
the clients I worked with 
realized I was part time.

During the first half of my 
corporate career, I had 
a range of standard IT 
roles. Moving to part time, 
I became an operations 
consultant, taking on three 
linked roles of IT security 
coordinator, IT change 
manager and disaster 
planning coordinator. 

When the company I 
worked for formed its IT 
security function, I was 
invited to be part of this 
team. Not knowing many 
of the security team senior 
management, they were 
unsure what to do with a 
person working part time. 
I was appointed the team 
knowledge manager—
accountable for 
designing, implementing 
and supporting the IT 
security website for use 
across the company 
and designing training 
courses for end users. As 
management understood 
my commitment and 
capabilities, I moved into 
a security consultant role, 
and shortly after this was 
appointed as the chief 
information security officer 
(CISO) for the functions 
part of the business. For 
the first three years I was 
performing the role, I was 
part time. My last role in 
corporate life was CISO 
for the upstream part of 
the business, delivering a 
security program globally 
in-line with risk appetite.

Q:  What leadership 
skills do you feel are 
critical for a woman to 
be successful in the 
field of cyber security? 

A:  One of the primary 
skills is confidence. We 
need to have confidence 
in ourselves and gain 
the confidence of all 
our stakeholders—the 
clients at all levels in the 
organization, including 
board members; 
fellow leaders in the 
organizational hierarchy; 
and the team supporting 
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with Whitgift Security, which she founded in 2013. 
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us. Then, we need to have 
the confidence to apply 
and ask for the roles we 
want.

Q:  What is the best 
way for someone to 
develop those skills?

A:  Develop a strong 
network both within and 
beyond your organization. 
You need to have 
supporters who know 
you and your capabilities, 
who will help get you the 
opportunities you deserve. 
You need to know who the 
specialists are on whom 
you can depend and with 
whom together you can 
deliver the extraordinary.
Keep stretching your 
boundaries. If you feel 
uneasy, remember that 
is a natural result of 
stretching your own 
boundaries. Discomfort 
equals growth.

Create a reputation 
for yourself as being 
someone who delivers. 
Early in my career, I had 
a great manager who 
gave me two pieces of 
invaluable advice:  One, 
make sure the bad 
news travels fast to her. 
Providing her with an 
honest status report early 
gave her the opportunity 
to take steps to minimize 
the impact. Bad news 
at the last minute gives 
no opportunity to take 
evasive action with 
everyone coming out 
badly. And two, where 
decisions are needed, 
make one and do not look 
back. A decisively made 
wrong call will often lead 
to better long-term results 

than a wishy-washy 
decision that turns out to 
be right.

Q:  How have the 
certifications you have 
attained advanced or 
enhanced your career? 

A:  When I started in 
security roles, though I 
was an experienced IT 
professional, I had no 
qualifications for these 
roles. My formal training 
started with a SANS 
GIAC Security Essentials 
(GSEC) course. In the 
following years, I gained 
much experience on 
the job and earned the 
Certified Information 
Security Manager® 
(CISM®) certification 
and membership in the 
Institute of Information 
Security Professionals. 
As I gained professional 
qualifications, my roles 
changed from security 
consultant to CISO.

Q:  What do you think 
are the most effective 
ways to address the 
lack of women in 
the cyber security 
workspace?

A:  We all need to become 
better ambassadors, 
shifting the perception 
that those working in 
cyber security are all 
highly technical and 
“geeks.” The field is huge 
and requires people 
with lots of different 
skill sets and passions. 
Certainly, there is the IT 
operations end, but it is 
not all about 1’s and 0’s. 
What about research, 
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  What is the biggest security 
challenge that will be faced 
in 2017? How should it be 
addressed?

Getting SMEs to recognize that security risk needs to 
be considered from the start. Risk factors need to be 
resolved by education without crying wolf.

  What are your three goals  
for 2017?

•  Improve online security with 10 charitable 
organizations

•  Create a supportive environment to help women 
achieve their goals

•  Have a six-week holiday at Christmas visiting my 
daughter in Australia

 What is on your desk right now?
• Lots of accessories (external webcam, head set)

•  A pile of business cards, from the last networking 
meeting, waiting for me to follow up

•  Photo frame with montage of photos of the family 
made for me by my daughter

• Templates for my latest pottery projects

 What is your favorite blog? 
The Barkly blogs. https://blog.barkly.com/. Always 
topical, easy to read and limited jargon.

  What is your number-one 
piece of advice for other 
information security 
professionals?

Never say no to opportunities until you understand what 
you are turning down.  

  What do you do when you are 
not at work?

I am a keen potter. For the last couple of years, rather 
than filling out cupboards with plates and bowls, I have 
been creating 2 ½ dimensional ceramic murals. I spend 
sleepless nights working out how to solve challenges of 
working with clay!

1 

2

3

4

5

6

audit and compliance, 
risk management, and 
education? Exploring 
the more exciting 
aspects—we often 
know about things that 
could potentially bring 
enterprises down and 
will end up taking to, and 
being taken seriously 
by, people much higher 
up in the organization. 
Promoting the kudos that 
the roles can bring.

Q:  What challenges 
did you face when 
setting up your own 
business and how did 
you address them?

A:  Moving from being 
an employee to being 
a business owner is a 
mind-set change. As an 
employee, I was valued as 
an expert, I could focus 
on my expertise with work 
being delivered to me. 
As a business owner, I 
need to have a broad 
knowledge of how a 
business works and 
keep track of the moving 
parts. I need to prioritize 
what is important that I 
do myself and what can 
be outsourced. At the 
start, I needed to find 
opportunities to barter 
skills. And at the same 
time, I needed to become 
a proficient salesperson, 
becoming my biggest fan 
and selling my business 
at every opportunity, 
showing the same sorts 
of confidence required to 
be a leader. I needed to 
have lots of confidence  
in myself.

www.sheleadsit.org
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2.  Project ownership (failure due to accountability).1 

In a 2004 global survey of 200 IT professionals 
from companies with annual revenue in excess 
of US $50 million, 71 percent and 72 percent 
of the respondents, respectively, considered 
investment and project ownership risk factors “very 
significant.”2 Numerous surveys have unequivocally 
echoed a related result:  The failure rate of IT 
projects is alarmingly high despite potential 
improvements in project management techniques 
over time.3  

Even a small improvement in the project failure rate 
would result in impressive progress. IT projects 
have gained an increasingly important role in 
most organizations. Not only is IT a generalized 
enabler of just about anything (e.g., supply-chain 
improvements), it is also a key to innovation and 
growth. Therefore, successful completion of IT 
projects is important. Any slippage in timeline, for 
example, can result in delayed time-to-market, and 
any scope compromises can cascade into a series 
of revisions that frustrate both the developer and 
the user community.

Anatomy of an Information 
Technology Project

An IT project is a culmination of three subsystems: 

• Process (project planning and delivery) 

• Context (system to be served)

• Content (system that serves)
 
The chief influencer of the process is the project 
manager (PM), with top management support; 
the chief influencer of the context is corporate 

In any walk of life, two things are true about failures:  
They are common and nobody likes them. They 
cannot be entirely avoided for various reasons. Not 
all failures are absolute. In fact, most failures are 
relative. Success does not teach much, if anything; it 
is the failure that provides lessons to do better in the 
future. Thus, not having failed at any time is probably 
a false claim and, if true, it suggests potentially very 
little positive change in the entity. The irony is that 
failures come with costs. In IT projects, for example, 
the cost may be in terms of not meeting the scope, 
missing the deadline or overrunning the budgeted 
monetary cost. On the human side, failures can be 
demoralizing and may negatively impact employee 
productivity across all functional areas involved in the 
failed project.

A failure signals that some risk has materialized. Two 
dominant risk aspects of IT projects have to do with:

1.  Investment (failure to provide value for the 
money)
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this article?
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discipline is sourced in project planning and 
delivery, and the translation and execution of 
business requirements into technical specifications 
are rooted in content. A company with even the 
highest level of status in the Capability Maturity 
Model Integration (CMMI) may fail because 
subsystems responsible for context and content do 
not deliver effectively.

This view of project management can be fairly useful 
in tracking early triggers of failure and assessing 
how best to recover from the failure. If an influential 
champion and change agent is missing (in the context 
subsystem), the outcomes may degrade across 
several key factors. Or, immature planning processes 
in the planning and delivery subsystem may result in 
inadequate risk analysis of a project. And the content 
subsystem may be at fault when it picks weak or 
inadequate software for project execution.5 

Finally, it is important to recognize that projects 
come in many varieties. Size, importance, duration, 
cost, technological depth, community of users, 
strategic importance—these are among many 
factors that drive differentiation among projects in 
an organization. Consequently, project failures may 
have varying impact on the organization and its 
response to the degree of failure.

Case Studies

To determine causes of failure and recommend 
mitigation measures, three failed projects at 
different organizations can be examined.

Case A
A multiyear, multimillion-dollar project has missed 
due dates. It was determined that the project 
planning and delivery subsystem was responsible 
for the slippage. The project management office 
(PMO) failed to consistently report progress on the 
project. Even in the limited effort to report progress, 
the PMO described 14 project success factors, 
but some could not be quantified. Besides, the list 
of measures to track the achievement of business 
goals and objectives was incomplete, leading to 
poor tracking of real progress.

Broadly, if a planning and delivery subsystem is the 
source of failure, problems will surface across many, 

management and users; and for the content, it is 
the IT/IS professionals. The first is accountable for 
creating the synergy between content and context, 
aligning the two subsystems to work together; the 
second is responsible for the “why” of change, 
including the culture, leadership and organizational 
issues; and the third addresses the “how” of change. 

When an intention is fed into this triad, outcomes 
materialize. Clearly, any substandard outcome 
may have to do with the fact that process, context 
or content did not work as intended and, as a 
result, the outcome is deficient (e.g., faulty, late, 
expensive). The complexity of success or failure lies 
in these three relatively independent subsystems—
their own maturity and performance, culture, and 
the interaction effectiveness across them.4 

With this amount of complexity, issues of 
communication, clarity in visibility of goals and 
accountability of one’s role (done right, on time and 
within budget) are key factors in project failures. Any 
lack of alignment across these three subsystems will 
mean degradation of some kind, possibly resulting 
in a less-than-optimal outcome. Culture, power 
structures and even language across these systems 
differ so much that keeping the whole of the project 
initiative in balance can be overwhelming.

The primary cause of overall project failure may 
stem from any of the three intertwined subsystems. 
For example, a lack of process maturity or project 

practical aspectthe

   Any lack of 
alignment across 
these three 
subsystems will 
mean degradation 
of some kind, 
possibly resulting in 
a less-than-optimal 
outcome.
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• Ensure that everyone understands their authority 
and the defined governance structure and hold 
individuals and departments responsible for 
adhering to the governance structure. 

Clearly, this case points to the problems of process 
maturity and discipline and the lack of leadership 
influence on the planning and delivery subsystem. 
As a result, any and all projects undertaken by the 
organization are at risk of underperformance.

Case C
A multiyear, multimillion-dollar project suffered 
from weak project risk identification. Some of the 
observations made during the root-cause analysis 
included:

• Defined business requirements were lacking 
clarity, common understanding, completeness 
and quality. This affected the definition and 
comprehension of the project scope and, in 
turn, impacted performance expectations and 
schedule, effort and cost estimates.

• Stakeholders did not understand their 
commitments.

• Requirements review, verification, validation and 
approval were immature.

• Requirements traceability was inconsistent.  

• Omission of critical functionality and quality 
attributes was likely causing inaccurate or 
incomplete design.

To resolve the situation, the company should 
consider the following steps:

• Establish a formal requirements development 
process to include requirements review, 
acceptance and commitment.

• Establish a mature requirements management 
process to improve traceability (e.g., functional, 
technical, interface, hardware and software). 

• Ensure that the requirements peer-review process 
truly adds value.

IT Project Audits

The role of auditors in IT projects has to do with 
providing assurance that critical projects of the 
organization are managed properly to achieve 
success.7 IT projects essentially define the future of 
the organization; assuming they are prioritized and 
selected properly, their success is critical to building 

if not all projects, for the weakness lies in the absence 
of maturity and discipline in planning and delivery. 
This could affect many stakeholders in the context 
subsystem and also frustrate otherwise competent IT 
professionals in the content subsystem.

In the context subsystem, it was found that, 
whereas functional area support staff was 
dedicated, there was confusion regarding the 
functional manager responsible for key decisions. 
Consequently, such decisions were delayed or not 
made. Moreover, there were significant differences 
across functional areas concerning the project 
management approach. Among other factors, this 
contributed to mistrust between functional areas, 
leading to myriad problems. 

The following steps illustrate recommended actions:

• Clearly define the responsible manager with 
decision-making authority for each functional 
area.

• Ensure full, complete and open participation, 
coordination and communication among all 
stakeholders, including vendors, to reinforce 
expectations, draw upon each other’s expertise, 
and build confidence and trust in the project.    

Case B
A multiyear, multimillion-dollar project suffered 
from delayed execution of decisions, causing a 
cascading effect on project cost, schedule and 
scope. The key reason:  undermining the PM’s and 
PMO’s authority. When the discipline and authority 
of project management are marginalized, projects 
suffer. For example, a hosting decision paper was 
developed and briefed outside of the defined 
governance structure.6 Timeliness of execution was 
also hampered by the lack of synchronization of the 
timeline for vendor contract negotiation and project 
approval processes. The underlying factor was the 
limited authority of the senior PM and PMO to make 
project-related decisions, pushing many decisions 
onward to executive leadership. 

To resolve the situation, the following steps  
were suggested:

• Revisit the decision-making authority of the PM, 
change control board, steering committee and 
executive sponsors, and adjust where appropriate. 

• Establish a contract change process with clearly 
defined time limits for an expedited approval of 
change under certain circumstances. 

Enjoying
this article?
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on the specific CMMI process areas, which, in 
turn, resulted in measurable improvement in 
project(s) success rate and a favorable change 
in organizational culture toward processes, as 
evidenced in subsequent quality assurance 
assessments.

Finally, since organizational memory is limited, it is 
hard to harness the lessons learned from failures 
unless causes and remedies of all significant project 
misses are properly documented. When shared with 
stakeholders, this real, organization-specific case 
history could minimize future failures.

Author’s Note

The opinions expressed in this column are the 
authors’ own and not those of their employers.
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a thriving future. IT projects, in this sense, are the 
precursor of what to expect going forward. The 
role of the IS auditor in providing an expert opinion 
on the state of IT projects, including emerging 
and unmitigated risk, should prove valuable to the 
organization.

Practical Implications

The “iron triangle” of the PMO (people, processes and 
technology)8 and resources (e.g., CMMI for Development 
V1.3)9 demonstrates that a key area impacting project 
performance and success is people. The cases 
described herein highlight the fact that even process 
maturity and the adoption of industry best practices over 
time can still fall short on solving cultural issues. 

Organizations with an emphasis on processes 
invest heavily in establishing templates and 
mandates, and yet, institutionalization of these 
processes may be weak. A high rate of project 
failure suggests that project processes are 
not perceived as value-added at all levels, nor 
do they align with organizational culture. The 
management (in the cases discussed previously) 
later implemented the recommendations based 

   IT projects 
essentially define 
the future of the 
organization; 
assuming they are 
prioritized and 
selected properly, 
their success is 
critical to building a 
thriving future.
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IoT Security—The Game Plan

The game plan for IoT security provides an overview 
of the IoT ecosystem and addresses standards, 
frameworks and regulatory proposals that have 
developed recently. Figure 1 depicts an IoT 
ecosystem in which information security forms an 
integral part.

IoT Standards and Framework Developments
A positive repercussion of the Dyn DDoS attack 
was the US Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS) release, in 2016, of principles and guidelines 
for securing the IoT.5, 6 These guidelines are not 
legally mandatory, but are definitely a sign of a good 
start toward IoT device security. Some of these 
guidelines are well-known mantras to most security 
professionals in the game:

• Leverage security from the feasibility phase. 

•  Apply security updates, patching and vulnerability 
management.

• Follow proven security practices. 

• Prioritize controls based on the magnitude or impact.

• Provide oversight and proper governance of the IoT.

•  Plug in the device off of the network if there is no 
absolute business need.

Also in 2016, exemptions to the US Copyright Law 
were approved that allow independent researchers 
to be able to hack almost any IoT device.7 Although 
numerous limitations apply to the exemptions, 
they were granted for two years. This will help 
researchers unlock software for their research 

Does the recent distributed denial of service 
(DDoS) attack on Dyn1 officially mark the passing 
of the Internet of Things (IoT) fear, uncertainty and 
doubt (FUD) stage, or is this still the beginning of 
the stage? IoT FUD pertains to IoT vulnerabilities 
leading to loss of data, service and possibly life. 
Traditionally, FUD about a security breach or 
regulatory noncompliance is the primary driver 
for management to invest in information security. 
The same FUD applies to IoT security, although 
it involves multiple variables that need to be 
considered. The resolve to address IoT device 
security at various levels—hardware and software, 
government and enterprise, consumers and 
services—is widespread. This soaring resolve is 
primarily due to the sheer quantity of IoT devices that 
are available and the ease with which these devices 
can be compromised and converted into thingbots. 
Thingbots are botnets of infected IoT devices that 
can be used to launch attacks that are like the Dyn 
attack, which affected more than one million devices, 
of which about 96 percent were IoT devices.2, 3 

The primary issue is with IoT device hardware, which 
is manufactured mostly outside of the United States 
and needs to be regulated.4 The retail industry sector 
has been the leading adopter of IoT technology 
because it reaches out directly to numerous customer 
bases, unlike the health care sector, which does not 
have benefits that are transparent immediately to the 
end user and has higher risk.

Figure 1—IoT Ecosystem

 

Source:  I. Atluri. Reprinted with permission.
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a profit or cost benefit for the manufacturer to patch a 
less frequently replaced product, there is no drive for 
the manufacturer to patch it regularly; hence, it should 
be regulated. The other side of this argument is that 
regulation of the IoT industry would stunt the growth 
of innovation. 

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has 
been providing some guidance to manufacturers 
on the best practices to build security into medical 
devices since October 2014. In December 2016, 
the FDA added a guide that lists the best ways 
to secure medical devices after they enter the 
consumer’s hand, primarily to prevent any harm to 
patients. The guide also states that the IoT device 
manufacturers need to report to the FDA if the use 
of a device had resulted, or can result, in any kind 
of serious harm or the death of a person. Reporting 
to the FDA is waived only if customers and device 
users are notified about the vulnerability in the device 
within 30 days, the device is fixed within 60 days, 
and this information is shared with the Information 
Sharing and Analysis Organization (ISAO).12, 13 The 
premise is somewhat similar to the optical character 
recognition (OCR) sanctions on US Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) violations, 
but the difference is that the FDA guides are just 
recommendations and are not legally binding. It is 
believed that these guides will eventually lead to 
legislation, as in the case of HIPAA. 

More recently, the US Senate Commerce Committee 
approved the Developing Innovation and Growing the 
Internet of Things (DIGIT) Act. It is currently waiting on 
approval from the full senate. The DIGIT Act creates 
a working group that would focus on the security, 
privacy and other issues relating to IoT.14 

The Game of IoT Security

The number of connected IoT devices is estimated 
to reach 200 billion by 2020.15 Similarly, it is 
estimated that approximately 4 billion people will 
be online by 2020.16 The online exposure increases 
multifold by 2020 for the simple reason that human-
to-machine (H2M) interactions increase along with 
the machine-to-machine (M2M) interactions. 

The IoT Arena
Figure 2 shows a conceptual IoT architecture. 
The IoT devices fall generally into one of two 
categories—one type of device interacts with a 
gateway and the other has a gateway built into the 

without any legal implications. The intentions are 
right, but the impact of this change, positive or 
negative, is yet to be seen.

The Industrial Internet Consortium, primarily 
comprised of IoT-related enterprises, rolled out 
the Industrial Internet Security Framework (IISF), 
which outlines best practices to assist developers 
and end users with gauging IoT risk and possibly 
defending against this risk.8 In early 2017, the US 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) announced that 
it is granting prize money to anyone who develops 
an innovative tool that detects and protects home 
devices from software vulnerabilities.9 

Another recent development in IoT security is  
the Sigma Designs S2 security framework, which 
will be part of every Z-Wave-certified IoT device 
that is manufactured after March 2017 and is 
backward-compatible on existing Z-Wave IoT 
chipsets, making the devices more secure.10 

Regulatory Proposals
Cyber security researcher and Harvard University 
lecturer Bruce Scheiner recently proposed a more 
regulated IoT industry in a meeting with two US 
House of Representatives’ subcommittees—the 
Subcommittee on Communications and Technology 
and the Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing 
and Trade.11 He presented the comparison of the 
cost versus the incentive and drive for IoT device 
manufacturers to patch vulnerabilities periodically. 
Scheiner pointed out that most IoT devices provide 
lower profits and that the more frequently replaced 
devices, such as smartphones, are patched more 
often, compared to devices that are seldom replaced, 
such as thermostats and refrigerators. Smart cars 
and Blu-ray players fall in between. IoT thermostats 
and refrigerators that are not likely to be replaced are 
at a higher risk, if they are not patched. If there is not 

     If there is not a profit or cost 
benefit for the manufacturer to 
patch a less frequently replaced 
product, there is no drive for the 
manufacturer to patch it regularly; 
hence, it should be regulated.
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replaced and cloned. Hardware vulnerability 
examples include prebuilt weak default passwords 
or hard-coded credentials and counterfeit 
integrated circuits.

The nonprofit Internet of Things Security 
Foundation (IoTSF) aids all IoT manufacturers, 
vendors and end users to help secure IoT devices.17 
Nevertheless, the best countermeasure to 
combat the hardware vulnerabilities is to regulate 
the process of manufacturing an IoT device. 
The manufacturers of IoT devices need to be 
accountable for not adhering to the appropriate IoT 
regulatory standards (there are not any standards 
at the time of this writing), industrial standards and/
or guidelines. Today, there are no legal implications 
for not following the standards, but there can be 
a pushback at the enterprise level in adopting a 
substandard IoT device from a manufacturer. This 
pushback can prevent most hardware vulnerabilities 

device. The second category of devices includes 
mostly devices that need to be in constant motion, 
e.g., smart cars and fitness wearables. 

Defense
Defense starts at the chip or hardware level. The 
hardware on which the IoT device is built forms the 
basis for a robust and secure IoT device. This is like 
laying a strong foundation for a house to ensure a 
stable and sustainable end product.

Device-Manufacturer Level
As shown in figure 1, the chip and hardware of the 
IoT device is where the life cycle of an IoT device 
starts and is also the right time to steer the process 
in the right path.

Hardware
Primary threats to an IoT device at the hardware 
level are that it can be stolen, physically modified, 

Figure 2—Conceptual IoT Architecture

 

Source:  I. Atluri. Reprinted with permission.
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1.  Identify and inventory the IoT devices in the 
enterprise and make sure they are integrated into 
the enterprise asset management program.

2.  Define standards and baselines for the IoT 
device security based on enterprise policies and 
standards.

3.  Implement the necessary security controls to 
mitigate IoT risk.

Segmentation of all of the IoT devices onto a 
separate network zone is recommended, which 
makes it easier to quarantine the entire IoT zone in 
the case of a breach.19 The rest of IT can continue 
its operations without any major impact. 

If segmentation and zoning are not feasible, adopting 
a software-defined networking (SDN) model that 
not only improves IoT security, but also helps with 
identifying the location of the breach is suggested.20 

Other commonplace controls that need to be 
implemented for IoT devices are the same controls 
that apply to most of the IT infrastructure today. 
They are two-factor authentication, stronger 
passwords or key-based authentication.
 
It is of paramount importance to realize that the key 
to having these defense methodologies work as 
expected is to secure the IoT devices and the network 
from the day that they are introduced into the network. 
If not, the possibility is high that these IoT devices 
are hackable forever and they will not be able to be 
patched and secured. If such a rogue IoT device is 
detected, it should be replaced immediately.21 

IoT devices need to be able to carry out a 
multifactor authentication, e.g., phone the human 
user/owner of the IoT device, before the user/owner 
performs the security update.

Public key infrastructure (PKI) authentication for 
communication between IoT devices and gateways 
is a recommended countermeasure to prevent an IoT 
device from being jailbroken to install unauthorized 
software. Only certified software should be permitted 
to be installed during upgrades and patching. 

and software weaknesses that may be inherently 
available in IoT devices. If hardware vulnerabilities 
are not mitigated, the rest of the controls, 
methodologies, frameworks, time, resources and 
investment to make IoT devices secure cannot be 
effective. Some of the regulations and pushback 
need to be driven by the respective governments, 
with assistance from the security community.

Software
Major threats to the software or firmware on IoT 
devices are that the software can be modified or 
decompiled to extract credentials and leveraged to 
perform the DDoS attacks. The vulnerabilities at the 
software level are:

• Insecure code 

• Hard-coded default passwords

• Improper software testing leading to backdoors

• Absence of strong authentication during M2M, 

H2M and machine-to-human (M2H) interactions
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) 
helps IoT manufacturers build secure IoT software 
and periodically categorizes the top 10 IoT software 
vulnerabilities. 

Enterprise/Network Level
Like other network devices, the most common IoT 
device threats at the enterprise/network level are 
eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle (MiTM) attacks 
and bandwidth theft. The suggested three steps to 
protect against these threats are:18  

     Today, there are no legal 
implications for not following the 
standards, but there can be a 
pushback at the enterprise level in 
adopting a substandard IoT device 
from a manufacturer. 
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enterprise network to possibly gain access to 
metadata about the network.26

FDA guidance recommends that device 
manufacturers form or join an information sharing 
and analysis organization (ISAO), which is similar 
to the information sharing and analysis centers 
that exist today. An ISAO can help participating 
organizations by sharing looming security threats 
and risk in real time and devising appropriate 
responses in a timely manner.

Analytics and Detection
Recent advancements in data analytics improvises 
the actionable intelligence metric for security. 
Products such as Adaptive Defense not only 
provide security teams with information on the 
executables that enter the network, but also 
proactively confirm an incident, rather than just 
alerting for all suspicious events.27 PatternEx 
combines artificial intelligence (AI) with analyst 
intuition to offer a threat prediction platform that 
detects current and emerging threats in real time 
across the enterprise. This will and should be the 
trend going forward, especially with the limited 
resources and analysts, continuous monitoring, 
security budgets, and more devices being added  
to the network creating still more ways to get 
hacked. Determining the point at which an intrusion 
actually happened after detecting that it happened 
is the key. AI can, hopefully, reduce the time  
and resources that are needed to detect an 
intrusion soon.

Frameworks are being introduced that can help to 
implement a robust security model for IoT devices.
The KeyScaler 5.0 product from Device Authority 
offers certificate and key provisioning specifically 
for IoT devices during the registration process.22 

Offense
The best defense always starts with a good offense. 
Early detection and preventing attacks in real time 
is the priority for security teams and has become 
the new mantra. Many recent breaches happened 
months ago or in some instances years ago (e.g., 
the Yahoo breach), before they were detected and 
the response processes began.23 

Testing
Quality testing of the IoT software is altogether 
different from traditional software testing. Autonomy, 
connectivity and momentum are the three factors 
that make IoT software-quality testing different 
from traditional software testing.24 The concept that 
security is a process and not an add-on feature is 
well known. The IoT software testing for weaker 
passwords, buffer overflow vulnerabilities, etc., must 
follow the OWASP best practices. IoT devices should 
also be tested on universal serial bus (USB) ports for 
vulnerabilities. The key is to reduce the attack surface 
of the IoT device to the maximum extent possible. 
Additionally, like any other IT system that is close to 
the Internet, one should store, transmit and process 
only the minimum amount of sensitive information.25

IoT Risk Management
Forescout categorizes IoT devices into three levels:

• Disastrous—IP-connected devices that are 
hooked directly to the Internet are at high risk. 
They can cause damage to the enterprise by 
gaining access to sensitive information or cause 
critical infrastructure impairment. 

• Disruptive—Interconnected systems, such as 
the voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) phones 
and printers, can result in disruption in business 
operations. 

• Damaging—Devices such as smart bulbs and 
refrigerators can be used to snoop around the 

     The key to having these defense 
methodologies work as expected is 
to secure the IoT devices and the 
network from the day that they are 
introduced into the network.
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7. Devise policies for privacy of sensor data 

8. Protect IoT devices

Conclusion

The IoT footprint will vary in size based on the 
industry vertical. As enterprises move forward 
on the IoT bandwagon to be more profitable and 
to be able to reach out to an extended customer 
base, they need to have an IoT strategy that 
encompasses the entire IoT device life cycle (from 
procurement to end of life) in place. Enterprises 
need to build an IoT risk strategy that evaluates 
and manages risk. Consider IoT as part of the 
overall security and risk management portfolio and 
have a dedicated focus on continuously evaluating 
and monitoring IoT risk. Early adoption of security 
into the IoT device life cycle, at the hardware and 
software level, is the best practice. 

The FUD factor mentioned earlier will continue to 
drive management to invest in information security 
and, more specifically, IoT security in the near 
future, at least until the risk of breaches reduces.
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These hacks and the implications of the ForeScout 
survey results indicate that IoT security needs 
to be implemented holistically. This requires 
understanding IoT architecture. 

IoT Architecture

The Zachman Framework7 answers why, how, 
what, who, where and when questions around 
“IoT. The why question around IoT security 
has already been addressed herein. Answers 
to how and what questions are explained in 
the four “layers of architecture. Figure 1 
depicts “IoT security architecture explained 
through “questions to be answered through the 
Zachman Framework approach.

Figure 1—Zachman Framework 
Contextual Architecture for IoT Security

Questions IoT Security

Why? Examples of security breaches, threat 
modeling

How? Device configuration and integration, 
standards, processes

What? List of components and their relationships

Who? User, administrator, vendor, industry 
bodies

Where? At every layer and component in the 
architecture

When? Design, configuration/implementation and 
operations

Source:  H. Patel. Reprinted with permission.

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an ecosystem of 
connected things (stationary or mobile devices).  
A 2016 Business Insider report stated that there will 
be 34 billion devices connected to the Internet by 
2020, up from 10 billion in 2015. Further, IoT devices 
will account for 24 billion of them, while traditional 
computing devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets, 
smartwatches) will comprise 10 billion. And, nearly 
US $6 trillion will be spent on IoT solutions over the 
next five years.1

Why Do We Need IoT Security?

Industry is changing fast and new IoT use cases 
are maturing. More and more functionality is 
being added to IoT systems for first-to-market 
advantages and functional benefits, while security 
of IoT system devices is often ignored during 
design. This is evident from recent hacks:

• The US Food and Drug Administration issued 
safety advice for cardiac devices over hacking 
threat, and St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital 
patched vulnerable medical IoT devices.2 

• Hackers demonstrated a wireless attack on the 
Tesla Model S automobile.3 

• Researchers hacked Vizio Smart TVs to access a 
home network.4 

Other sources of missed security opportunities 
occur during IoT installation and post-installation 
configuration. A ForeScout IoT security survey 
stated that “Respondents, who initially thought 
they had no IoT devices on their networks, actually 
had eight IoT device types (when asked to choose 
from a list of devices) and only 44 percent of 
respondents had a known security policy for IoT.”5 
Only 30 percent are confident they really know what 
IoT devices are on their network.6  

IoT Needs Better Security
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software space, and there is a plethora of standards. 
Organizations such as Microsoft, IBM and Allegro 
have done good work in wrapping device-based 
security in higher-level application programming 
interfaces (APIs) and tools. The basic building blocks 
of the edge layer security architecture are depicted 
in figure 3. The hub, or the gateway, supports 
security administration, storage management and 
communications components related to IoT security.

Devices may interconnect or communicate with 
hubs, and such communication software needs 
a smaller footprint with queuing capabilities. 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) socket-based, 
peer-to-peer communication was used earlier, 
which was then followed by better  
protocols, including:

A high-level conceptual understanding of IoT 
needs to exist in order to understand IoT security 
requirements. Information flows from the edge layer 
(i.e., IoT devices, assemblies/machines) to the data 
layer to the business intelligence (BI) layer to the 
operations and strategy (OpS) layer, as shown in 
figure 2. A local network or a wide area network 
connects devices and layers. Often, many devices 
are grouped to support an assembly of components 
or a machine. Interdevice communication may or 
may not be present in an assembly or a machine. 
Devices and assemblies connect to a hub or a 
gateway to encapsulate unique device features and 
for better standardization and management. 

A holistic security approach includes security for 
every layer and communications security between 
the layers. Layers other than the edge layer may be 
hosted on premises or in the cloud. It is important 
to understand the security requirements in each of 
the layers.

Edge Layer Security

IoT security should be part of the broader topic of 
information security. Edge layer devices/sensors 
produce data that are processed by upstream 
components of the IoT architecture. The volume of 
data is much more than, and unlike, the volume of 
data produced by Internet user activity. 

There is significant competition in the device-
based security and IoT hub/gateway management 

Figure 2—IoT Conceptual Architecture

 

Source:  H. Patel. Reprinted with permission.
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can be an infinite number of retries. When each retry 
sends an error message back to the hub, the hub can 
end up getting infinite error messages (similar to a 
distributed denial-of-service [DDoS] attack) and the 
IoT hub can become nonoperational due to excessive 
load, thus affecting availability of the hub.

A malfunction may stop an IoT device from generating 
data. This results in the hub not receiving any  
data, which affects the integrity of the hub. Thus, 
a device malfunction can affect the availability and 
integrity (basic qualities of information security)  
of IoT security.

Data Layer Security

The data layer includes activities such as data 
ingestion, data engineering and data transformation 
using Structured Query Language (SQL) or NoSQL 
technologies with traditional databases/warehouses 
or big data technologies. SQL-based databases 
offer row-column-and cell-level securities. Earlier 
big data technologies offered only file or operating 
system (OS)-level security, but now offer lower-level 
security, for example, Apache Sentry9 with role-
based authorization.

Security sublayers in this layer include network  
security, authentication and authorization,  
masking and/or industry standard encryption 
of data storage and data management. Data 
management commands a separate discussion,  
but includes enterprise data architecture, data 

• Message Queuing Telemetry Transport 
(MQTT)—A TCP-based protocol supporting 
device authentication, Secure Sockets Layer 
(SSL)/Transport Layer Security (TLS) encryption, 
queuing and publish-subscribe capabilities

• Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)—A 
User Datagram Protocol (UDP)-based transport, 
supports microdevices and has a much smaller 
footprint than HTTP. It supports Advanced 
Encryption Standard (AES) encryption.8 

A wireless local area network (WLAN) is used in 
many sectors with WPA2 security. Wi-Fi security is 
most commonly hacked due to inadequate security 
configuration and poor choice of passwords.
A gateway may connect to multiple hubs and 
provide higher-level data transfer protocols such 
as HTTPS, which supports TLS encryption and 
Representational State Transfer (REST)-Simple 
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messaging.

Device and hub vendors need to support security 
protocols and management, as described herein, 
and this support can get complicated due to 
multiple protocols and supporting authentication 
through the protocols.

Another issue to monitor is IoT device malfunction. 
A malfunction can occur due to a security breach 
or for other reasons. A malfunction can result in a 
device retrying to access data and, without a proper 
configuration limiting the number of retries, there 

Figure 3—IoT Edge Layer Security Conceptual Architecture

 

Source:  H. Patel. Reprinted with permission.
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OpS Layer Security

A feedback loop may exist from operation 
applications/systems to the devices. Traditional 
network security and firewalls, role-based 
application access and authorizations, and SSO 
provide security in this layer.

DevOps tools minimize the risk of an incorrect build 
and/or misconfiguration, which could affect the 
availability of the system.

A strategy may decide a course of action based 
on BI results. A strategy can be just monitoring 
data received from IoT devices, or it can include 
processing data received from IoT devices and 
altering the behavior of IoT devices based on 
acceptable limits of data readings from the devices. 
Both the strategy (requirement and design) and 
feedback loop (implementation) need to be 
validated/tested.

Threat Modeling and Risk 
Management

Figure 2 shows an optional feedback loop from 
the OpS layer to the edge layer. In cases when the 
feedback loop is missing and data from devices 
are deemed to be nonsensitive, data access and 
encryption security may be lowered in conformance 
with proper risk management.
Risk mitigation and response strategies may be 
based on the following questions:

lineage, auditing and governance. A bad data 
architecture and/or poor management of data 
lineage could compromise data consistency 
 and availability.

Confidentiality needs to be maintained by adhering 
to various industry standards such as the US 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act (HIPAA) and the Payment Card Industry Data 
Security Standard (PCI DSS) governing storage, 
access and transmission of data. A previous 
ISACA® Journal article, “Back to the Future in 
Device Security:  Leveraging FIPPs to Proactively 
Manage IoT Privacy and Security Risk,”10 explains 
designing privacy considerations in processing data 
generated from IoT components.

BI Layer Security

Data masking, role-based authorization and 
single sign-on (SSO) provide security in this layer 
in addition to network security and firewalls. BI 
(predictive, prescriptive) model management is an 
information governance topic. Sufficient testing 
and validation are required for such models. Use of 
flawed intelligence can lead to ill-informed business 
decisions, which can ruin an organization’s 
reputation and credibility. 

Data loss prevention (DLP) and backup technologies 
need to be considered for additional security.

     A device 
malfunction can 
affect the availability 
and integrity (basic 
qualities of information 
security) of IoT 
security.
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• Can a compromised device compromise other 
devices or the hub?

• How quickly can a compromised device be 
detected and isolated?

• What is the impact of a compromised device?

These questions are not comprehensive and should 
be used as initial guidance for risk management.

Conclusion

IoT security often lacks priority consideration when 
IoT systems are being designed and implemented. 
IoT security does not mean only device-level 
security; it should be applied to all components 
and layers of the IoT system. Security needs to be 
addressed at all stages of the IoT system life cycle, 
including the design, installation, configuration and 
operational stages. 

Additionally, strong passwords and certificate 
keys, difficult-to-guess device or host names/
identifiers, log monitoring and analysis, proactive 
user and device management, and adherence to 
industry guides and security recommendations from 
organizations such as the US National Institute of 
Standards and Technology and the International 
Organization for Standardization will complement 
the security of the IoT system.

     IoT security does  
not mean only  
device-level security; 
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to all components 
and layers of the  
IoT system.
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from security defects. This article describes the 
assurance techniques and processes involved in 
securing such applications and provides guidance 
on implementation across the IoT environment.

IoT Software Components

Each IoT component has its own software. How 
can there be assurance that, while running in a real 
environment, the component is not allowing malicious 
persons to hack the software and get access to the 
data and information collected by devices? Secure 
software development life cycle (S-SDLC) is the 
answer to software security assurance. Figure 1 
depicts typical IoT components. 

During the Internet of Things (IoT) Village held at the 
DEF CON security conference in August 2016, 47 
new vulnerabilities affecting 23 IoT devices from 21 
manufacturers were disclosed.1 Among these 47 
vulnerabilities were software-related vulnerabilities, 
e.g., design flaws, hard-coded passwords, 
configuration secrets, cryptographic issues, and 
common coding flaws, such as buffer overflows, 
invalidated inputs and command injection. 

The software running on the devices, gateways, 
mobile and data center applications, and the 
interfacing application program interfaces (APIs) 
from which the services are consumed should be 
subjected to assurance to ensure they are free 
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Figure 1—Typical IoT Components

 

Source:  S. Subramanian and B. Swaminathan. Reprinted with permission.
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featurefeature

•  Unsigned firmware—Forcing the devices to 
download firmware from unauthorized sources 
without validation

Following a secure SDLC approach would 
mitigate the common coding flaws and software 
vulnerabilities related to IoT components. 

Secure SDLC Steps to Address 
Common Coding Flaws and 
Software Vulnerabilities

The cost of fixing a security bug varies depending 
on where it is discovered. If it is discovered in 
the production environment, the cost of fixing it 
would include the tangible costs of the developer 
effort, tester effort, user acceptance testing effort 
and deployment effort, and the intangible cost of 
reputation and customer trust. If it is discovered 
during the design phase, then it is very easy to 
correct the design flaw and introduce a security 
measure during the development phase. The cost of 
fixing a defect postproduction is approximately four 
times more than fixing it in the development stage.2 

IoT software assurance is the level of confidence 
and trust that software is free from vulnerabilities 
(either intentionally designed into the software or 
accidentally inserted at any time during its life cycle) 
and the software functions in the intended manner.

Security assurance for IoT applications can be best 
achieved through the adoption of a defense-in-depth 
strategy, which, in turn, warrants having a secure 
SDLC practice (figure 2) in place. The principal 
intent is to build security within the life cycle of 
these applications from ground zero that potentially 
and gradually reduces the flaws in security, design, 
implementation and deployment. Proper adherence 
to such assurance best practices will result in 
applications devoid of vulnerabilities that might have 

Security should be embedded into the development 
cycle of the IoT components—be they the device 
firmware, gateway source code, application source 
code or API source code. 

Applications in a typical IoT environment might fall 
into one of the following categories:

1.  Device applications that reside on the nodes 
and gateways, e.g., a node.js- or python-based 
application running on a smart energy meter

2.  Controlling applications that control and regulate 
the IoT environment, e.g., web-based or non-
web-based applications built on Java, Dot Net, 
Perl or PHP, typically residing in the data center 
or the mobile application operating system, from 
where the devices can be controlled 

3.  Consuming applications that receive data from 
the devices for further processing, e.g., web- or 
non-web-based applications, typically residing 
in the data center, that perform analytics on the 
received data

4.  Relay services that format and transfer data 
between different components, e.g., APIs, web 
services that transport the data across devices, 
applications and other IoT components

There are two categories of vulnerabilities related to 
software. Those are:

1.  An insecure web interface, which could allow some 
of the following common attacks to take place:

•  Injection attacks—Malicious execution 
of scripts, database queries, system-level 
commands injected to apps

•  Unprotected secrets—Cleartext/unencrypted 
configuration secrets, keys and passwords

•  Privilege escalation—Elevating user privileges 
and user impersonation 

2.  Insecure software/firmware that allows malicious 
users to change the software or compromise the 
device, which can be used as a BOT (software 
robot) device. The following are some common 
attacks:

•  Firmware corruption—Sending malicious 
firmware that could improperly format the 
device logic or install a backdoor 

     The cost of fixing a defect 
postproduction is approximately 
four times more than fixing it in 
the development stage.
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• Category by development type—The category 
by development type depends on where the 
software/API was developed, e.g., in-house 
development, vendor/partner development, 
commercial/commercial off-the-shelf or open 
source. This is also vital in deriving the security 
governance and policies with which to adhere for 
each of these types.

• Category by application type—The category 
by application type depends on where the 
software or the API resides, e.g., device (nodes or 
gateways), cloud/data center servers, mobile or 
desktops. This would dictate the secure coding 
guidelines, checklists, security configuration 
applicable to each of the application types in line 
with the security policies.

The S-SDLC control gates, such as design review/
threat modeling in the design phase or static 
application security testing in the development 
phase, have to be mandated. The entire SDLC cycle 
has to be monitored and managed for continuous 
improvement in delivering rapid-yet-secure software 
to production. Such managed solutions are vital to 
ease the security assurance process and are highly 
recommended. 

been introduced accidentally or intentionally at any 
point of time in their life cycle. 

Inception and Requirements

Effective security management of the components 
involved is a critical focus area because a typical 
IoT environment is spread widely, both physically 
(with numerous devices) and logically (with multiple 
technologies and applications). This effective 
management can be achieved only with a proper 
inventory of what is to be managed, such as:

Figure 2—A Secure SDLC

 

Source:  S. Subramanian and B. Swaminathan. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 3—Industry-specific Threats
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Source:  S. Subramanian and B. Swaminathan. Reprinted with permission.

The controls that need to be built into the IoT 
applications and the APIs are:

• Input validation—Handling input data from users, 
apps and services 

• Authentication—Identifying and verifying users 
and traffic

• Authorization—Enforcing access control for all 
requests to the application 

• Configuration management—Securing 
configuration data and metadata, console access 

• Data security and privacy—Security of sensitive 
and confidential data, such as protected health 
information or other personally identifiable 
information

• Session management—Safely initiating, handling 
and terminating an application’s sessions

• Cryptography—Using strong encryption, hashing 
and key exchange algorithms, digital certificates 
and signatures

• Exception management—Safe handling of 
application exceptions 

Depending on the risk levels perceived for the 
applications, the control gates can be derived. 
Incremental and rapid deployments require 
oversight throughout the development life cycle 
until operation, especially in the case of enhancing 
via DevOps, along with a well-defined acceptance 
criterion from a security standpoint. 

Awareness sessions on application security, threats 
and recent breaches have to be conducted early in 
the life cycle and on a regular basis to impart the 
necessity of enforcing security in the applications at 
all stages in the life cycle.

Design Phase

During the design phase, the architecture and 
design of the IoT solution would be reviewed using 
threat modeling techniques. Threat actors and 
possible threat scenarios should be enumerated 
for each of the IoT components. For example, 
a threat scenario could be a possible data 
integrity issue due to a lack of authentication 
controls in the device. After the enumeration of 
threats, countermeasures can be ranked and 
recommended. 

The standard approach for threat modeling using 
the STRIDE and DREAD models is as follows: 

• STRIDE—Threat categorization considering 
spoofing, tampering, repudiation, information 
disclosure, denial of service and elevation of 
privileges 

• DREAD—Threat ranking attributes considering 
discoverability, reproducibility, exploitation, 
affected users and damage potential

This method will suffice for reviewing the IoT 
architecture, with an additional threat focus on 
physical security of the devices. Common threats 
applicable to physical security are device theft, 
device cloning and unauthorized physical access.  
The primary difference in the standard threat  
model analysis and design reviews is the 
application of knowledge of industry-specific 
threats. Figure 3 shows some of these unique 
industry threats.
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should also be trained on embedded systems 
programming, or embedded systems programmers 
used to design the apps that specifically sit on the 
devices/hardware. Such apps can either be  
full-fledged or enhancements to existing apps. 

In addition to the standard vulnerabilities and insecure 
coding practices in the common programming 
languages (e.g., Java, J2EE, PHP, .NET), hardware-
specific code and code governing the embedded 
systems (Embedded C/C++) should be inspected 
based on the secure coding standards mentioned 
previously. Custom vulnerability signatures and test 
cases can also be developed depending on the 
nature of the logic implemented, APIs and libraries 
that lie on the devices that govern the underlying 
hardware, persistent and nonpersistent storage, 
firmware life cycle, coding techniques, and defects 
that reside in open sources.

Awareness should also be imparted to the 
developers on the IoT attack and threat surfaces, 
because the software they are expected to 
develop is supposed to interact with real-world 
objects. Their software integrated development 
environments (IDEs) should be enabled with secure 
code review plugins to do security checks during 
the checkout time. An independent security analyst 
could review the stable code for any of the security 

• Auditing and logging—Recording all events with 
required attributes for accountability

• Communication security—Securing traffic to 
and from the application 

• Availability—Safe handling of loads on the 
applications

The output of design review and threat modeling 
activities should enforce the incorporation of only 
standard and authorized frameworks, modules, 
APIs and design specifications, e.g., Spring 
Security for access control or AES 256 and above 
for encryption. This ensures a secure baseline is 
built into the design, which will flow through the 
SDLC, thus greatly reducing the number of security 
defects in later phases. Unauthorized or unverified 
frameworks or APIs that are pulled from public 
repositories should be avoided. Should there be a 
business need for the usage of such modules, the 
following steps should be completed:

• Enumerate if there are any known vulnerabilities 
and exploits associated with the codebase.

• Ensure only the updated version is used.

• Thoroughly analyze the code and fix the 
vulnerabilities (development phase).

Security design solutions for the perceived and 
standard threats have to be carefully weighed and 
provided based on multiple factors, e.g., use cases 
involved, input and output, application type and 
technology, and device specifications. Educating 
the application architects and developers on 
secure design guidelines and incorporating these 
guidelines into the design will also greatly improve 
the security baseline. 

Development Phase

During the development phase, whether it is Agile 
or waterfall development, secure coding training 
based on the Open Web Application Security 
Project (OWASP) Top 103 or Top 9,4 SANS Top 
25,5 or CERT principles6 should be imparted to all 
the developers and has to be enforced at regular 
intervals to stay abreast of the latest developments 
against new attacks and threats. Developers 
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security assessments to be performed can be 
decided accordingly. Some typical assessments 
that have to be performed include:

• Vulnerability assessment or dynamic 
application security testing (DAST)—Ensure 
the input and traffic to/from the application is 
thoroughly tested to enumerate the vulnerabilities 
that are prevalent as dictated by standards such 
as OWASP (Web Top 10,7 IoT Top 10,8 Mobile 
Top 10,9 thick client), Web Application Security 
Consortium (WASC)10 and SANS Top 25.11 These 
have to be performed on all of the following 
applications used in the IoT environment:
– Web apps
– Mobile apps
– Device apps
– Thick clients
–  Web services and APIs (plain and 

representational state transfer) 

• Reverse engineering and debugging—Reverse 
the applications from their binaries; interpret any 
hidden logic, controls and secrets; and repack  
to their original state after bypassing and  
altering the hidden logic. This will be more 
applicable to mobile apps and device apps,  
where much of the application logic and controls 
are housed.

flaws mentioned previously, unauthorized access to 
secrets and secret-key session issues. 

For rapid and incremental deployments, exercising 
formal control gates (as in traditional waterfall 
models) might not be practically feasible. Continuous 
integration of security best practices, tools and 
assessments to aid in continuous delivery must 
be practiced and implemented with automation. In 
other words, continuous development is and should 
always be accompanied by continuous automated 
assessments to ensure that all software and API 
changes are security-vetted and only a signed-off 
build is propagated to the next phase. Failed builds 
should be automatically fed back for remediating 
vulnerabilities.

Assessing a software or API can be more effectively 
achieved when the source code is available, as it 
can be directly inspected for vulnerabilities. When 
blackbox products, whose design and source 
code are not available, are used only a standard 
vulnerability assessment can be performed on the 
apps or APIs in the test phase. Nonstandard open 
source software and APIs that are leveraged from 
public repositories should be given due attention, as 
specified in the design phase. Since such software 
and APIs might not have undergone a secure 
development, they should be thoroughly examined 
for known and custom vulnerabilities. This 
examination should use tools that are specialized in 
identifying vulnerabilities in open-source software. 

While the requirements serve as user stories (in 
Agile modes), developers can leverage the plugins 
and tools that integrate with the build servers (e.g., 
Jenkins, Bamboo) and conduct assessments on 
the fly based on check-ins. Test cases and the 
vulnerabilities list should be continuously revised 
and fed back to the cycle, and the cycle should 
move to the next phases based on the acceptance 
criteria. The same mode of continuous delivery 
enhanced via continuous assessments can be 
leveraged for the testing phase as well. 

Testing Phase 

Depending on the type of IoT application and the 
APIs in place, the necessity for and the type of 
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when the applications are signed off by functionality 
and performance testing. More logical and business 
use cases must be targeted manually in parallel. 
The standard approach for security testing is 
detailed in figure 4.

The test environment should be scalable enough to 
account for the data generation and aggregation to 
be fed to and consumed by these applications to 
mimic the real world. The live environment where the 
apps and devices will be deployed is widespread and 
will receive data from many endpoints. 

It is worth noting that security testing for an 
IoT environment does not stop just with the 
applications. The scope is as broad as the number 
of components involved, e.g., sensors, actuators, 
gateways and the underlying infrastructure. Key 
target areas should include:

• Smart devices—Device disassembly and review, 
memory extraction, attacks on buses and fuzzing 
through physical ports

• Firmware—Static and dynamic analysis, 
reversing, malicious firmware injection and signing

• Communication—Traffic analysis, protocol 
decoding and fuzzing, packet replays, and 
cryptographic attacks

As with every SDLC phase, the testing phase 
associated with the applications should consist of 
the assessment activities pertaining to the physical 
endpoints (e.g., sensors and nodes).

Physical risk could range between any extremes 
depending on the use cases involved. Some 
sample abuse cases are:

• Bypassing device enrollment and registration

• Cloning and stealing devices 

• Simulating physical movements to bypass 
sensors and actuators

• Abusing protocols, e.g., ZigBee, Z-wave, 
6LoWPAN

Depending on the use cases or the functional 
flows perceived for each device and application, 
the vulnerability test cases should be designed 
as appropriate. The test methodology should 
consider all use cases pertaining to the complete 
IoT environment, and every such use case should 
have one or more misuse case (security test case) 
associated with it. 

Wherever possible, vulnerability test cases and test 
scripts have to be initiated via automation, as and 

Figure 4—Security Testing Approach

 

Source:  S. Subramanian and B. Swaminathan. Reprinted with permission.
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Just as APIs and applications undergo a secure 
SDLC, manufacturers should ensure that these 
devices are subjected to secure development life 
cycle from device circuit designing, assembling and 
setup, to rolling out to customers.  

Unwanted logical and physical ports should be 
turned off in such devices and servers, and physical 
security procedures should be tightly employed to 
detect and prevent against attacks such as device/
sensor theft, tampering and unauthorized access. 
All such attempts should be monitored, alerted, 
logged and defended effectively. 

For leveraging cloud-based services (especially in 
the case of Software as a Service), where the apps 
are exposed as services and APIs, customers should 
work with the service providers for obtaining the 
assessment and audit results of the apps and the 
infrastructure being relied upon to provide assurance. 

Standard vulnerability assessment and penetration 
testing have to be conducted on all the IoT 
environment components, especially the servers 
hosting the applications and APIs to identify 
and mitigate the vulnerabilities pertaining to the 
operating system and platform that could lead to a 
compromise. Real-world penetration testing should 
also focus on serving load traffic to the devices and 
the applications.

Operations and Steady State

Early in the inception phases, a centralized 
management and monitoring solution is imperative 
to track the IoT environment and its components 
(applications, devices, sensors). 

Automation of vulnerability, patch and configuration 
management must be exercised. Every single 
application and node must be subjected to 
continuous monitoring to aid in automated threat 
and attack detection and response, which will fuel 
additional confidence in security assurance. In 
addition, continuous vulnerability assessments, 
penetration testing and security maintenance have 
to be carried out to cope with the ever-increasing 
attacks and threats, and defended accordingly. 

• Infrastructure (deployment phase)—
Vulnerability assessment, penetration testing  
and hardening

Deployment Phase

While a majority of off-device apps adhere to the 
common environment hardening guidelines and 
are subjected to penetration testing, on-device 
apps require special considerations for a secure 
deployment. 

Device manufacturers should comply with security 
guidelines mandated by the respective industry 
consortium groups (e.g., Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers [IEEE] for energy, US 
Food and Drug Administration [FDA] for medical 
devices, Society of Automotive Engineers [SAE] 
for automotive devices, Consumer Electronics 
Association [CEA] for consumer electronic 
devices). Common devices prevalent in the 
industries are:  

•  Energy—Smart grid, smart meters, relays, 
programmable logic controllers (PLCs)

•  Medical devices—Smart pacemakers, defibrillators 

• Automotive—Smart or driverless vehicles

• Consumer electronics—Smart home appliances

     Early in the 
inception phases, 
a centralized 
management and 
monitoring solution 
is imperative 
to track the IoT 
environment and its 
components. 
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addressed before moving to the next phase. The 
mobile applications were also reverse-engineered 
to disassemble and debug them to enumerate 
vulnerabilities pertaining to data storage security, 
access control and sensitive secrets. 

The gateway and cloud servers holding the 
application tiers underwent network penetration 
testing, and configuration hardening was conducted 
on the gateway and cloud servers hosting the 
application tiers to identify and prevent the 
vulnerabilities in the platforms and operating systems. 

In addition, physical penetration testing was also 
performed, e.g., tricking the sensors, cloning or 
impersonating sensors, and tampering with the 
hardware. Abuse cases were designed based on 
the business rules laid out by the customer and 
executed as appropriate in the testing phase. 

The following are the number of security defects 
enumerated in the respective SDLC stages: 

• Design:  41

• Development:  26

• Test:  17

• Deployment:  11

Business Use Case
A typical vehicle parking system consisting of 
device and upstream applications underwent 
security assurance via secure SDLC. The high-level 
IoT architecture is depicted in figure 5. 

The device sensors identify the availability of a 
parking spot by detecting the electromagnetic field 
created by a vehicle’s presence or absence. These 
devices feed the parking data to a local gateway 
through the data bus wired from them, and then the 
gateway communicates with the customer’s cloud 
applications. From the cloud, users can pull, query 
and reserve the parking spot by using mobile apps. 
Applications that were subjected to security 
assurance are:

1. Device applications—D1, D2, D3, D4

2.  Node.js-based thick clients—Managing the 
electromagnetic sensors attached to them

3. Gateway application—Java middleware logic

4. Cloud application—Java/J2EE web and mobile

5. Mobile apps—Android and iOS apps 

All of the aforementioned applications were 
subjected to secure SDLC, and vulnerabilities 
identified in each stage in the life cycle were 

Figure 5—Smart Parking System 

 

Source:  S. Subramanian and B. Swaminathan. Reprinted with permission.
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frameworks, standards and APIs should be used, and 
due care exercised on open-source components. To 
counter the most recent vulnerabilities and threats, 
continuous assessments, threat monitoring and 
security patching must be conducted once the 
IoT devices, applications and APIs are exposed to 
production. Having security embedded in the IoT 
development cycle ensures that known security 
issues are fixed and new ones prevented with the 
most effective measures, thus providing security 
assurance for end users. 

Endnotes
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The following are typical data for cost per defect 
ranges11 (in US dollars):

• Requirements:  $250

• Design:  $500

•  Coding, testing and implementation:  $1,250

• Post-release:  $5,000

Total cost incurred in defect fixing:  (41 flaws*$250) 
+([26 flaws+17 flaws+11 flaws]*$1,250) = $77,750. 

Had the apps not been subjected to secure SDLC, all 
the defects would have propagated to the final build 
and would have accumulated in the production:
•  Total number of defects:  41+26+17+11 = 95

•  Total cost that would have been incurred for post-
production fixes:  95 defects*$5,000 = $475,000 

Total cost savings reached:  $475,000 – $77,750 = 
$397,250  

In other words, the cost that would have been 
incurred for fixing defects postproduction would be 
approximately five times the cost incurred for fixing 
the defects in individual SDLC phases. Note that 
the previous amounts are an approximate indicator 
on the costs involved and not the actual figures.

Conclusion

Security assurance for IoT applications and APIs 
has to be embedded throughout every stage of 
the SDLC and must be continuous. It is critical 
to maintain a proper inventory and configuration 
of all the application components building up the 
IoT environment. Security oversight or verification 
must be part of the requirements stage. Proactive 
measures such as training sessions and usage 
of security standards, guidelines and checklists 
have to be mandated in all applicable stages, and 
validation measures are achieved by performing 
reviews and assessments in all stages. 

Security assessment tools should be integrated 
into the development and quality assurance cycles 
to trigger assessments on the fly and, wherever 
possible, employ automation. Only authorized 
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featurefeature

Installed mobile applications, if not protected 
appropriately, can be reverse engineered to get 
their source code, which is in human-readable form. 
Platforms such as iOS and Android—the two most 
popular mobile platforms today—are not immune to 
the threat of reverse engineering. A few easy steps 
and widely available (often free) tools make it easy 
for an attacker to:

• Extract the installed application from the mobile 
device

• Analyze or reverse engineer the code to find vital 
information, e.g., business logic, the application 
programming interface (API) used and embedded 
internal URLs

• Modify the code to change application behavior

• Inject malicious code 

In today’s age of bring your own device (BYOD), the 
smartphone is one of the preferred mobile devices 
to access enterprise information. Software is a key 
component in any information technology asset. 
Smart devices either are embedded with application 
software or allow users to install software on the 
devices to add functions that accomplish intended 
objectives. Hence, applications are vital to mobile 
devices. Securing these applications from security 
vulnerabilities and risk is fundamental.1 

This article focuses on secure development 
practices in mobile applications development 
and suggests a few open-source security tools 
to perform an application security assessment to 
strengthen mobile applications.

Web Application Security Issues 
Lead to Enterprise Breaches

Major information security breaches have occurred 
in the last few years. Security researchers took 
a close look at the underlying reasons for some 
of these breaches, and their studies reveal that 
the security of a web application is of paramount 
importance to the enterprise perimeter and 
gateway-level security.2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

An insecure web application can compromise the 
best enterprise security arrangements and can help 
adversaries steal data and gain a foothold into the 
enterprise’s internal network.

Mobile Application Security Issues

Security issues are no different in the case of 
mobile applications—wherein the application is 
downloaded from the Internet (e.g., Apple Store 
or Google Play Store) and installed in the user’s 
device. Similar to web applications that are 
exposed on the Internet, mobile applications that 
are installed in BYOD devices are entry points to the 
enterprise network. 
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• Leakage of sensitive information through system 
logs

• Hard-coded credentials in the code

• Using non-Secure Socket Layer (SSL) (HTTP) 
protocol for transmitting sensitive information 
between the remote server and the user device

Recommendations from the researchers to improve 
the security of mobile applications include:13  

• Ensure that all connections between the mobile 
applications and the back-end servers are 
performed using SSL. SSL certificate check is 
enforced by the client application to safeguard 
against interception and MitM.

• Protect the sensitive data that are stored in the 
device (client side) with encryption.

• Use code obfuscation and anti-debugging tricks 
to deter attackers from reverse engineering the 
application binary.

• Enable the protections that are provided by the 
mobile operating platform, such as:
–  Automatic reference counting (ARC)
–  Position-independent executable (PIE)
–  Stack protection in iOS platform
–  Using the latest software development kit (SDK)
–  Disabling the debugging feature in the  

compiled binary
–  Permission hardening for Android-based 

applications

Building Security in Development

Performing application security assessments and 
incorporating security in the application just prior to 
the release of the software is not an ideal approach. 
Remediating the security vulnerabilities in the 
later stages of the software development life cycle 
(SDLC) is time consuming and very costly.

Secure development life cycle aims to incorporate 
security in all phases of software development, 
from requirement gathering to testing, release and 
maintenance (figure 1).14, 15

The following sections aim to provide guidance to 
application development and security personnel for 
embedding specific information security activities in 
each phase of the SDLC. 

Reverse engineering mobile applications is a 
security concern that enterprises should consider. 
Code obfuscation is a well-known technique that 
makes reverse engineering of a mobile application 
difficult,9 but this technique is often ignored by 
the development community. Mobile applications 
exhibit the following security weaknesses:10

• Lack of privacy considerations

• Lack of binary protection

• Insecure data storage

• Transport security

• Weak server-side controls

Research by two security experts representing 
different security firms reveals that the mobile 
banking applications of top influential banks 
around the world have many common security 
vulnerabilities.11, 12 These researchers performed 
their tests on the mobile application (client side) 
and excluded any server-side testing (back end). 
The client side represents only a small portion of 
the attack surface of mobile banking, because the 
majority of processing happens in the back end. 
The security issues that the researchers revealed 
are not business logic or application-specific issues. 
The issues are weaknesses in the application 
development, i.e., security tasks that developers 
should be doing, but they are not doing.

Mobile applications that were tested during the 
research were leaking information through insecure 
coding. For example, these applications were 
vulnerable to:

• Man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks

• Cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks

   Remediating the security 
vulnerabilities in the later stages  
of the software development life 
cycle is time consuming and 
very costly.
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issues, because code-level issues can be identified 
with static analysis or manual code review. 
Furthermore, automated tools cannot identify 
design inconsistencies unless efforts are made to 
do a threat-model and architecture review.16 Strict 
adherence to secure design principles greatly 
improves security.

Recognizing the importance of design in the security 
of applications, the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) launched the Center for 
Secure Design (CSD) initiative. CSD identified the top 
10 design flaws and ways to avoid them.17 The CSD 
recommendation can provide valuable guidance to 
consider in the design of an application. 

Performing threat modeling and architecture risk 
analysis of the design gives a measure of how likely it 
is that the software will be attacked and the extent of 
damage that an attack could cause. Start the analysis 
by building a high-level overview of the proposed 
system; then, analyze the design from an attacker’s 
perspective, i.e., find ways to exploit the application. 

Coding

During the coding phase, business/customer/
product requirements are converted into an 
application. The input for this phase comes from the 

Requirement Gathering 

Embedding security in application development 
begins at the requirement gathering phase. Apart 
from business functionality requirements of the 
software, determine the:

1.  User-specific security requirements expected in 
the application. This can include confidentiality, 
integrity, availability and authentication.

2.  Importance of the data handled by the application 
and security requirements to protect the data

3.  Compliance and regulatory mandates that are 
applicable for the users, the region where the 
application will be used and the information that 
is handled by the application

4.  Use and misuse cases from a security perspective

5.  Requirement traceability matrix to map 
requirements with security risk

Design 

In the application design phase, the functional 
requirements are converted to architecture. It is 
important to embed security controls for application 
security in the design phase. Constructing a 
secure design minimizes the majority of security 

Figure 1—Embedding Security in Mobile Application Development

 

Source:  S. Rajendran. Reprinted with permission.
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vulnerabilities found in the libraries. Examples 
include the OpenSSL flaw that led to the Heartbleed 
vulnerability.22  

It is recommended to create an inventory of open-
source and third-party libraries that are used in 
the application that is being developed and retain 
the inventory as part of the development artifacts. 
Because open source comes from multiple parties 
and is introduced in the application code by 
developers from in-house and/or outsourced partners, 
it is essential that the inventory tracks the open-source 
component in the code and determines if these 
components are affected by known vulnerabilities.

A benefit of open-source inventory is that when 
any security incident takes place involving these 
libraries, remediation can be very quick, especially 
when the enterprise has several applications in 
its portfolio. A lack of information on open-source 
components that are used in applications can make 
it difficult to initiate remediation activities.23  

Another advantage of open-source inventory is 
proactive monitoring of vulnerabilities in open-
source components by referring to the inventory 
sheet (figure 2) and taking appropriate corrective 
action when something undesirable is forthcoming. 
Heartbleed led to a crisis situation for those who 
used OpenSSL cryptolibraries in their mobile 
applications, and updating to the current version 
was a challenge.24, 25 In circumstances such as this, 
having an inventory sheet is helpful. The personnel 
who are responsible for support and maintenance 
know the details of applications and can use 
the inventory sheet to find where the vulnerable 
component is in use and then plan for remediation. 

It is also worthwhile to vet the open-source and 
third-party libraries. The objective of vetting them is to 
minimize vulnerabilities, e.g., backdoors embedded 
in them or other security issues. Securing third-
party open-source code can be approached in two 
ways:  by embedding administrative controls and by 
embedding technical controls throughout the SDLC.

The first approach consists of administrative 
controls, such as policies and procedures. This 
approach can include: 

• Developer awareness training to educate how 
developers inadvertently inherit security risk from 

previous phases in SDLC (requirement gathering 
and design). Developers convert the design 
documents into functioning software. Incorrect 
writing of a code results in software errors. Coding 
errors can be reduced greatly when secure coding 
guidelines are applied in application development.

Coding guidelines can be either of the following:

• Generic, which are applied in all development 
environments irrespective of the platform chosen 
to construct an application. The Open Web 
Application Security Project (OWASP) Mobile 
Security Project18 and the European Union Agency 
for Network and Information Security (ENISA) 
secure mobile application guidelines19 are  
generic guidelines.

• Platform-specific coding guidelines related to a 
development platform, e.g., Android20 or iOS21 

Use of Third-party Code
Another important consideration during coding 
is the use of development frameworks and third-
party libraries, including open-source components. 
Today, many applications are assembled out of 
multiple sets of libraries, most of which are open 
source, allowing the developer to focus on the core 
application functions while relying on third-party 
code to provide supporting capabilities. Although 
this is beneficial to develop the functionality quickly, 
some security breaches have happened due to 

   Constructing 
a secure design 
minimizes the 
majority of security 
issues, because 
code-level issues 
can be identified 
with static analysis 
or manual code 
review. 
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Static Application Security Testing 
Running static analysis on the source code early in 
the life cycle helps to fix code-level bugs before the 
application is released for general use. Static analysis 
finds incorrect coding that can potentially cause 
security risk. Analysis is performed without actually 
executing the program. The entire source code or 
binary is covered in this kind of analysis. It can be 
built in the development process and performed early 
in the software development life cycle.

Developers can be empowered to perform static 
analysis of their code and fix incorrect coding 
regularly. Integrating static analysis with continuous 
integration servers, e.g., Jenkins, minimizes the 
need for manual intervention, reduces dependency 
on the security team and fixes bugs that might turn 
into security vulnerabilities before they become 
unmanageable. Security tools, such as Androwarn, 
QARK, FindBugs and Infer, can be used for this 
analysis as well. 

Developer Training
An IT organization striving to deliver secure 
applications (including mobile) must engage 
its developers and train them in secure coding 
practices. The focus must include delivering 

open-source components to their application 
when the third-party code is not validated

• Audit of any open-source software in use, 
especially in high-priority applications

• Creation and maintenance of a list of approved/
white-listed open-source code and restricted 
usage of unapproved software. However, white-
listing may not be helpful when the volume of 
applications that an enterprise releases is high 
and when there is an increased need for the use 
of third-party code. In such situations, combining 
a white-listing approach with technical controls 
can help in achieving a fine balance. 

The second approach consists of technical controls 
and performing source-code analysis and run-time 
analysis on the third-party code using automated 
tools. All third-party code that is used in the 
application should be subjected to these analyses 
to make sure that the potential security risk is 
identified and managed appropriately. 

Freely available tools, such as Androwarn,26 
LinkedIn Quick Android Review Kit (QARK),27 
FindBugs28 and Facebook Infer29 can be used for 
analyzing the code.

Figure 2—Sample Inventory Template for Third-party and Open-source Code

 Functional 
module within the 
application where 
third-party library 

is used
Third-party  

library name

Third-party code 
version and patch 

level in use
Third-party code
vendor/supplier

From where 
the third-party 

code component 
obtained

Most recent 
component version 

and release date 
(security updates)

Validation of 
third-party code 
for existence of 
vulnerabilities 

(indicate reference 
to verification 
information or 

defect tracking, if 
open items)

Source:  S. Rajendran. Reprinted with permission.
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a testing environment to effectively carry 
out the assessment. However, the security 
testing environment for mobile varies because 
the assessment involves reviewing multiple 
components, including how the application behaves 
when installed on the mobile device.

Setting Up a Mobile Testing Lab
A mobile testing lab requires the following 
essentials:

• A network connection. This environment must be 
isolated from the corporate or production network. 
Creating a Wi-Fi hotspot using a 3G/4G data card is 
an option. It is important to remember that both the 
analysis laptop and the device in which the mobile 
application is installed need to connect to the same 
network for some of the tests.

• A Mac or Windows laptop loaded with open-
source security software

• A jailbroken32 device for iOS application security 
testing (iPhone, iPod or iPad) 

• For Android devices, an Android SDK and Eclipse 
integrated development environment (IDE) to set 
up an emulator33 

Minimum Baseline Security Test Cases
Four major components of the mobile application 
environment need to be covered in the dynamic 
analysis:

• Device where the mobile application is installed

• Application

• Network communication between the application 
and enterprise server

• Data handled in the application

When establishing mobile application security 
testing capability, it may not be possible to focus 
on everything. The best approach is to start small 
and iterate continuously to mature the capability, 
incorporating lessons learned into the process along 
the way. The OWASP “Top 10 Mobile Risks” can be 
a good starting point when building the test cases 
for mobile security testing. Security professionals 
who are involved in application security voluntarily 
contribute to OWASP, which fairly represents the 
major security issues with mobile applications. 

a security risk–free application apart from the 
functionalities and features.

For example, Damn Vulnerable iOS App (DVIA),30 
as the name suggests, is a vulnerable mobile 
application. The main objective of the application is 
to teach developers and security enthusiasts about 
vulnerabilities in iOS mobile applications, based 
on the OWASP “Top 10 Mobile Risks.”31 Similarly, 
OWASP GoatDroid provides a training environment 
for Android developers and testers.

Testing

In the testing phase, it is important to perform security 
testing along with quality assurance (QA) tests to 
continuously integrate security into development. QA 
assures the quality of the application to deliver the 
needed business functionality. Security tests give an 
assurance that the application is securely processing 
the business information. 

Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) or 
run-time analysis is appropriate in this phase of 
the SDLC. Dynamic analysis is performed against 
a running instance of a program. This test most 
accurately mimics how a malicious user can attack 
the application. 

Similar to traditional web application security 
testing, mobile application assessment requires 

   In the testing 
phase, it is important 
to perform security 
testing along with 
quality assurance 
(QA) tests to 
continuously 
integrate security 
into development.
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Figures 4 and 5 break down security test objectives 
into test cases and map them to security assessment 
tools for iOS and Android mobile platforms.

Maintenance

Application security is an ongoing task; it continues 
to be important even when the application is 
released for public use. Proactively monitoring the 
security vulnerabilities in platform system software 
and embedded components and then initiating 
incident response and remediation, as appropriate, 
are crucial. 

Identifying security vulnerabilities using reputable 
sources for obtaining security information is a 
continuous cycle. Sources such as software vendor 
websites, the US National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) National Vulnerability 
Database (NVD), and the MITRE Corporation 
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) are 
reliable for vulnerability research.

Inventory of all third-party frameworks/APIs that 
are used in the mobile application is helpful to 
handle security patches. Whenever any vulnerability 

Alternatively, mobile application security test 
cases can be built based on the five security 
issues highlighted in the Hewlett-Packard “Mobile 
Application Security Study” report.34 The security 
issues identified in the study are an abridged 
version of the OWASP Top 10, because study 
results are mapped with OWASP top issues.  

Previous security assessment results of applications 
developed/used in the enterprise are other valuable 
resources to consult when building the test cases. 

Attempts to establish a minimum baseline of security 
test cases can result in identifying high-level security 
objectives. These objectives are unique and relevant 
to mobile application security, as shown in figure 3.

The next step is to divide the security objectives 
into actionable security test cases. Mapping the 
security test cases with security assessment tools 
is another subactivity in this effort. Commercial 
security tools for mobile application assessment 
may not cover all of the test scenarios. Performing 
manual testing with some of the freely available 
open-source tools can give reasonable coverage to 
identify security risk.  

Figure 3—Security Objectives Relevant to Mobile Application Security

Security Objective Coverage Purpose

Insecure data storage Device To find storage of credentials in property list files or SQLite database

Run-time manipulation Application To determine if the application is susceptible to modification of input 
to be interpreted as a code instruction

File system analysis Application To analyze if any sensitive application data are stored insecurely in 
the device

Analyzing network traffic Network To determine whether the application trusts any SSL certificate 
presented while connecting with enterprise IT infrastructure, 
resulting in MitM attacks

Insecure or broken cryptography Application To find out whether a weak or flawed encryption algorithm is used to 
secure the information

Information disclosure Application To find information leakage via logging, sending analytics data to 
external providers

Improper session handling Application To find out whether session timeout is set in the application 

Binary protection Data To determine whether the mobile application binary is secure from 
reverse engineering risk

Privacy violations Data To find out whether the application is using more permission than 
necessary to collect and transmit user personal data elsewhere

Authentication Network, 
application

To determine whether authentication is performed on the server side 
rather than on the client side (device)

Source:  S. Rajendran. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 4—iOS Security Test Cases

ID Test Name Security Tools to Use

IOS-01
IOS-02
IOS-03
IOS-04

Storage of credentials in property list file
Storage of credentials in SQLite file
Failure to use keychain to store credentials 
Storage of sensitive application data on file system 

PuTTY, WinSCP, iExplorer, Plist 
Editor

IOS-05
IOS-06
IOS-07

Client trusting any SSL certificate presented—expired or invalid
Application allows trivial MitM attack 
Connect to HTTPS once and fall back

Burp Proxy, Fiddler

IOS-08 Application logging sensitive application data iPhone Configuration Utility

IOS-09 Application is storing its image in a public folder rather than application sandbox 
(application backgrounding) 

PuTTY, WinSCP, iExplorer

IOS-10
IOS-11

Analytics data sent to third parties 
Authentication requests are performed on server side 

Burp Proxy, Fiddler

IOS-12 Persistent authentication, if implemented, does not store user password on the 
device

WinSCP, Python, 
BinaryCookieReader.py

IOS-13 Hard code of cryptokeys in any construct (plain text, property files, compiled 
binaries)

IDA, Clutch, Class-dump-z

IOS-14 Use of insecure and/or deprecated algorithms

IOS-15 Use of custom encryption protocols

IOS-16 Invalidate sessions on the back end Burp Proxy, Introspy

IOS-17 Reset cookies during authentication state changes

IOS-18 Adequate time-out protection on the back-end components

IOS-19 Code obfuscation IDA, Clutch, Class-dump-z

IOS-20 Remove debugging statements and development information iRET

IOS-21 Implementation of address space layout randomization (ASLR) PIE and automatic 
reference counting

iRET

IOS-22 Privacy violations—access to location, contacts, address book, photos Snoop-it, iRET

IOS-23 Access to private data Snoop-it, iRET

IOS-24 Run-time analysis GDB, IDA, Hopper, ClutchMod
Source:  S. Rajendran. Reprinted with permission.

Conclusion

Mobile and web applications dealing with sensitive, 
private or other at-risk information require a secure 
development life cycle. Applications without 
security considerations may present an unexpected 
vulnerability to privacy. To address application 
security issues, developers are encouraged to 
understand the potential risk for each business 
function, code change and use of third-party 
frameworks and APIs, while security teams can 
help to improve application security through 
training, periodic scanning, ongoing vulnerability 
assessments and proactive engagement with 
developers. Incorporating security in all phases 
of SDLC instead of incorporating security just 

becomes public knowledge, a corresponding 
security update must be done for the mobile 
applications that are using these vulnerable third-
party APIs/frameworks.

   Application security is an ongoing 
task; it continues to be important 
even when the application is 
released for public use.
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prior to release of the software not only benefits 
the organization from an economic and efficiency 
perspective, it also ensures that the business 
services are enabled securely.
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and in no way represent the stance of his employer.
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this trust, the service providers must be able to 
secure IoT devices from vulnerabilities. 

The security concerns related to IoT are:

•  The cost of devices may increase due to security 
that needs to be implemented. 

•  Interoperability of devices is a concern since there 
are many entities to which the devices need to 
be connected. These can be another device by 
another manufacturer, gateway service provider, 
platform service provider and data users.

•  Upgrading of devices or patching devices 
to addresses vulnerability identified after 
deployment. Users may not follow the necessary 
upgrade process due to inconvenience.

•  Patching vulnerabilities after deployment may be 
challenging and more costly. 

•  Devices deployed cannot be maintained due to 
nonavailability of the manufacturer/maintenance 
contract, etc.

•  Cross-border regulatory and legal compliance 
issues may make it harder to ensure the security 
of IoT devices.

To address these concerns, one needs to adopt a 
collaborative approach to security. The classical 
approach for gathering information and ensuring 
cyber security will help in providing reasonable 
assurance to the users. The following points may be 
considered:

•  Risk assessment—While planning for the 
development of IoT-related devices and services, 
a detailed risk assessment using business is the 
first step. Many organizations adopt an asset-
based risk assessment approach for information 

sourcehelp

 Various surveys point out that 20 to 50 billion Q devices will be connected using the Internet 
by 2020. What are threats associated with the use 
of the Internet of Things (IoT) and what approach 
should one have in implementing security for IoT?

 By now, information security considerations  A are well established. Initiatives to focus on 
cyber security due to new threats like distributed 
denial of service (DDoS), advanced persistent threats 
and targeted attacks are already being implemented 
by organizations. Implementation of IoT presents new 
security challenges, especially as this technology 
becomes more pervasive and integrated into our daily 
lives. Those concerns include: 

• Can devices connected through the Internet be 
subjected to malware attacks? 

• Can these devices be used for launching DDoS 
attacks? 

• Will poorly secured devices serve as entry points 
for cyberattacks?

• Will the data transmission from these devices  
be tapped, resulting in data leakage and  
privacy-related issues?

Addressing these challenges to ensure that IoT 
products and services have controls to mitigate 
risk needs to be considered before implementing 
these services and products. The concerns are 
further escalated due to the complexity involved 
in deployment of IoT products and services. Other 
considerations such as mass deployment, device-
to-device communication channels, placing these 
devices in unsecure environments and other 
vulnerabilities present in back-end environments that 
are generally deployed using cloud technology further 
add to this complexity. IoT devices are deployed 
at many locations like homes, offices, retail stores, 
buildings, hospitals, factories, worksites, vehicles and 
city areas.

The success of these IoT-based services and 
products depends upon the question, “Will users 
trust these products and services?” To establish 
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– Device-to-gateway

– Back-end data-sharing

Deployment of these models depends upon 
the products and services provided. Security of 
communication depends upon the answer to the 
question:  “How secure are these channels?” 
Using encryption at the application level is one 
way of securing the communication; however, 
the issue here is that of interoperability between 
gateway service providers, cloud or platform 
service providers, device manufacturers, and 
users of back-end data shared from a platform 
(cloud).   

•  Platform security—Organizations hosting 
platform services must adopt the cloud security 
guidelines.  

•  Performance metrics for devices deployed—
Since these devices can communicate, capturing 
performance-related data is easier. However, it 
must be supported by monitoring of performance 
and identifying issues, if any. 

•  Privacy-related compliance—Since IoT devices 
collect and communicate the data to back-end or 
other devices, users must be aware of the nature 
and type of data being communicated. As per 
privacy principles, providing notice and choice 
of option must be provided before deploying the 
device. 

•  Threat monitoring and incident management—
Threats to the back-end platform must be 
monitored; however, due to the spread of IoT 
devices, it is impossible to monitor each one of 
them individually and take corrective action. 

Q I’m still struggling with auditing the cloud 
environment. I know about resources like the Cloud 
Security Alliance Security Trust and Assurance 
Registry (CSA STAR) and Cloud Controls Matrix 
(CCM) and Consensus Assessments Initiative 
Questionnaire (CAIQ)—I also leverage other artifacts 
like the Payment Card Industry Data Security 
Standard (PCI DSS) information (e.g. Ro’s, etc.), 
Service Organization Controls (SOC) audits, etc. 

technology that may not help in this situation. 
One needs to consider “uncertainty in achieving 
business objectives” and evaluate risk based on 
the possible impact not only on business but also 
on users of these interconnected devices. 

•  Secure application development—IoT devices 
are placed on the Internet and, hence, are subject 
to Internet-related risk. Considering the mass-
scale deployment, it will be extremely difficult 
and definitely not cost-effective to monitor these 
devices for known cyberattacks like the internal 
IT environment would be able to do. Hence, 
building security into the design of devices and 
applications that will be controlling these devices 
while developing the applications is the best 
preventive approach. 

•  Communication channel security—Almost 
all IoT devices are connected to the Internet 
on Wi-Fi connections at a user’s home or 
office, or wherever the device is situated. If this 
connection is insecure, IoT may be compromised. 
For example, an unprotected refrigerator or a 
television infected with malware might send 
thousands of harmful spam emails to recipients 
worldwide using the owner’s home Wi-Fi Internet 
connection.1   
 
IoT devices adopt multiple communication 
models:2 

– Device-to-device

– Device-to-platform (cloud)
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CSA’s STAR registry4 is a list of cloud service 
providers that comply with CSA’s security 
requirements. IT is the same as ISO 27001 
certification, which may provide a limited assurance 
that the third party has implemented required 
controls; however, their ongoing effectiveness 
needs to be verified. 

In the case of the second option, the cloud service 
provider has many clients and therefore may not 
agree to be audited by each client. In this scenario, 
ensure that the independent auditor’s report is 
made available. Earlier, the SAS 70 audit report was 
most common, which has now been replaced by 
SSAE16/ISAE 3402.5 It has three types of reports: 

•  SOC 1 is on relevant controls over financial 
reporting. 

•  SOC 2 is on the security, availability, integrity, 
confidentiality and privacy of information systems.

•  SOC 3 is like a certification and does not provide 
details of the testing performed.  

Some expert auditors opined that SSAE 16 is 
stricter than ISAE 3402, because it requires 
the auditor to assess the risk associated with 
Intentional Acts by Service Organization Personnel.

Endnotes

1  Starr, M.; “Fridge Caught Sending Spam Emails 
in Botnet Attack,” CNET, 19 January 2014, 
www.cnet.com/news/fridge-caught-sending-
spam-emails-in-botnet-attack/

2  Rose, K.; S. Eldridge; L. Chapin; The Internet of 
Things:  An Overview, October 2015,  
www.internetsociety.org/sites/default/files/ISOC-
IoT-Overview-20151022.pdf
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Trust and Assurance Registry (STAR),   
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/star/
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However, only a subset of the service providers in 
my environment have these artifacts. What are some 
best practices for how to get this done—particularly 
in smaller service providers that might not know what 
any of these things are? 

 Any audit is planned based on the scope of  A the audit. Now what is the scope of your 
audit? I assume that you are auditing an organization 
that is using a third-party cloud service provider 
for information technology. It can be for only 
infrastructure (IaaS); or platforms (PaaS), including 
operating systems, databases, middleware except 
application; or it may use applications hosted on 
the cloud (SaaS). The audit objectives will change 
depending upon the type of service. 

Continue auditing by understanding the auditee 
organization’s objectives. When it comes to auditing 
cloud services provided by a third-party service 
provider, use auditing techniques like any other 
third-party service provider with the focus on the 
organization’s objectives. Verify the contract for 
type of assurance from the service provider. Please 
note that use of third-party cloud services is the 
same as outsourcing at a third-party location. (You 
may refer to vendor management using COBIT® 
5 for guidance. The book has one chapter on 
managing cloud service providers.3)There could be 
two options in the contract: 

1.  Service provider allows you, as auditor, to audit 
the cloud environment.

2.  Service provider provides an independent 
external auditor’s report.  

In the case of the first option, where you need to 
audit the cloud service provider, the resources you 
mentioned are useful. The primary advantage of 
these resources is that they provide a benchmark for 
selecting appropriate controls. Please note that only 
applicable controls from the CSA’s CCM might be 
required to be audited based on the service levels. 
The CAIQ—assessment-friendly version of the  
CCM using yes/no questions—may also help  
for quick assessment.
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24  Business degree
26  Discovery of a cyberattack, as it occurs
27  Function
28  Computer brand
29  Wipe clean
31  Capital city
34  French for and
36  Providers of this storage service have a vested 

interest in having excellent security
37  Green goal, for many
38  Memory unit
39  This type of data is a storage vendor’s dream
40  Hook (up)
41  Tom Clancy subject, for short
42  Computer capacity, for short
44  Serpentine shape
45  Top Gun star initials
46  13th Greek letter
49  Airline, for short
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ACROSS

1  General area of stopping cyberattacks before 
they occur

8  Root ___, they enable illegal access to systems
11  One of Columbus’ ships
12  Time record
13  Data is this type of asset
17  Computer setting when not in use
18  Be onboard with
19  Binary digit
20  Less disciplined
23  Acronym for a section in ISACA’s COBIT® 5 

family of products
25  Protected
28  Information that describes other information, 

goes with 48 across
30  Made a list of commands for a program to 

automate processes
32  Symbol for atomic number 18
33  Insect that is a symbol of business
35  Detect while in the act of committing a crime,  

2 words
37  State where no hostile actions are occurring
40  Restoring data and systems after a cyberattack
43  These scans are used in some security systems
47  Vitamin measurement, abbr.
48  See 28 across
50  Thoroughly comb
51  Assessment, often numerical
52  Resources

DOWN
1  Multimedia file distribution
2  Added data
3  Compete
4  Means inside at the beginning of a word
5  Do perfectly
6  Aim
7  Word before negotiable or partisan
9  Communication area subject to phishing attacks
10  Attempt to get financial information illegally, 

____ phishing
14  Prefix meaning new
15  Imitate
16  Spur into action
17  Compass point
21  Time before
22  Frequently used access criteria, 2 words
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TRUE OR FALSE 
ZONGO ARTICLE

1.  According to Bank of America Merrill Lynch 
Research, adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) 
systems is expected to remain static for the 
next few years. 

2.  Three risk concerns leaders face when 
adopting AI within their businesses are:    
(1) critical business decisions based on 
flawed or misused AI algorithms, (2) cultural 
resistance from employees whose roles are 
vulnerable to automation and (3) expanded 
cyberthreat surfaces as AI systems replace 
more vital business functions.

3.  In 2012, US-based Knight Capital Group lost 
more than US $440 in 30 minutes due to an 
untested change to an algorithm.

4.  To ensure cyberresilience for intelligent 
systems, one measure for business leaders is 
to use existing, industry-accepted standards 
such as:  (1) Open Web Application Security 
Project (OWASP) Top 10, (2) US National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
Cyber Security Framework or (3) COBIT® 5 for 
Information Security.

BISWAS AND MUKHOPADHYAY ARTICLE

5.  Phishing attacks are aimed at naive users 
to trick them so they unintentionally divulge 
critical information.  

6.  The hybrid model for phishing consists of 
three modules:  (1) risk analysis to calculate 
the probability of a prospective URL that can 
lead to a phishing attack, (2) loss computation 
to estimate the expected loss to stakeholders 
after the phishing attack and (3) risk mitigation 
to offer techno-social recommendations to 
minimize losses arising from such an attack.

7.  The three stages of a phishing attack are:  
(1) users read email(s), (2) users click on 
a legitimate URL and (3) users share their 
credentials through the legitimate URL. 

8.  If risk reduction measures such as technology 
tools, top management support and computer 
emergency response teams (CERT) are in 
place, there is no need to provide training 
so that employees remain cognizant of 
the behavior of phishing attacks and their 
categories.

PAL AND MUKHOPADHYAY ARTICLE

9.  Telemedicine is a component of e-health 
that uses information and communication 
technology (ICT) to deliver health care services 
to overcome distance and connect the 
provider and the patient.  

10.  The telemedicine market is growing globally 
at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) 
of 14.3 percent and, from 2014 to 2020, is 
expected to reach US $36.3 trillion. 

11.  Telemedicine service delivery is unsuitable for 
India, because it has vast expanses of remote 
hilly regions, tribal areas and islands, in which 
2 percent of doctors practice in urban areas, 
14 percent in semi-urban areas and only 
23 percent in the rural areas where the vast 
majority of the population lives. 

ACOSTA ARTICLE

12.  Undermining a poorly written information 
security policy can be fairly easy because the 
vast majority of these documents are based 
on generic templates, are rarely reviewed, 
are not adapted to the actualities of the 
organization’s business or the current state 
of its information environment, and generally 
do not include procedures for managing 
exceptions. 

13.  A compensatory control is defined as a type 
of internal control mechanism intended to find 
problems within a company’s processes. 

14.  Once the security policy is developed and 
approved, there is no need for reviewing or 
updating it and this should be stated in the 
policy itself. 

MOYLE ARTICLE

15.  When it comes to technology governance 
(governance of enterprise IT [GEIT]), there 
is a plethora of tools that can assist the 
practitioner. 

16.  Asset management is challenging to do 
well, therefore, leveraging tools that bolster 
asset management can have broad-reaching 
benefits in a number of areas.
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standards guidelines

ISACA Member and Certification Holder 
Compliance

The specialized nature of information systems (IS) audit and assurance and 
the skills necessary to perform such engagements require standards that apply 
specifically to IS audit and assurance. The development and dissemination of the 
IS audit and assurance standards are a cornerstone of the ISACA® professional 
contribution to the audit community. 

IS audit and assurance standards define mandatory requirements for IS auditing. 
They report and inform:

•  IS audit and assurance professionals of the minimum level of acceptable 
performance required to meet the professional responsibilities set out in the 
ISACA Code of Professional Ethics

•  Management and other interested parties of the profession’s expectations 
concerning the work of practitioners 

•  Holders of the Certified Information Systems Auditor® (CISA®) designation 
of requirements. Failure to comply with these standards may result in an 
investigation into the CISA holder’s conduct by the ISACA Board of Directors or 
appropriate committee and, ultimately, in disciplinary action.

ITAFTM, 3rd Edition 
(www.isaca.org/itaf) provides a framework for multiple levels of guidance:

IS Audit and Assurance Standards
The standards are divided into three categories:

• General standards (1000 series)—Are the guiding principles under which the 
IS assurance profession operates. They apply to the conduct of all assignments 
and deal with the IS audit and assurance professional’s ethics, independence, 
objectivity and due care as well as knowledge, competency and skill.

• Performance standards (1200 series)—Deal with the conduct of the 
assignment, such as planning and supervision, scoping, risk and materiality, 
resource mobilization, supervision and assignment management, audit and 
assurance evidence, and the exercising of professional judgment and due care.

• Reporting standards (1400 series)—Address the types of reports, means of 
communication and the information communicated.

Please note that the guidelines are effective 1 September 2014.

General
1001 Audit Charter
1002 Organizational Independence
1003 Professional Independence
1004 Reasonable Expectation
1005 Due Professional Care
1006 Proficiency
1007 Assertions
1008 Criteria

Performance
1201 Engagement Planning 
1202 Risk Assessment in Planning
1203 Performance and Supervision
1204 Materiality
1205 Evidence
1206 Using the Work of Other Experts
1207 Irregularity and Illegal Acts

Reporting
1401 Reporting
1402 Follow-up Activities

IS Audit and Assurance Guidelines
 The guidelines are designed to directly support the standards and help 
practitioners achieve alignment with the standards. They follow the same 
categorization as the standards (also divided into three categories):

•  General guidelines (2000 series)

• Performance guidelines (2200 series)

• Reporting guidelines (2400 series)

General
2001 Audit Charter 
2002 Organizational Independence 
2003 Professional Independence 
2004 Reasonable Expectation
2005 Due Professional Care
2006 Proficiency 
2007 Assertions
2008 Criteria

Performance
2201 Engagement Planning 
2202 Risk Assessment in Planning 
2203 Performance and Supervision 
2204 Materiality 
2205 Evidence
2206 Using the Work of Other Experts 
2207 Irregularity and Illegal Acts 
2208 Sampling

Reporting
2401 Reporting 
2402 Follow-up Activities

IS Audit and Assurance Tools and Techniques
These documents provide additional guidance for IS audit and assurance 
professionals and consist, among other things, of white papers, IS audit/assurance 
programs, reference books and the COBIT® 5 family of products. Tools and 
techniques are listed under www.isaca.org/itaf.

An online glossary of terms used in ITAF is provided at www.isaca.org/glossary.

Prior to issuing any new standard or guideline, an exposure draft is 
issued internationally for general public comment. 

Comments may also be submitted to the attention of the Director,  
Thought Leadership and Research via email (standards@isaca.org);  
fax (+1.847.253.1755) or postal mail (ISACA International Headquarters, 
3701 Algonquin Road, Suite 1010, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008-3105, 
USA).

Links to current and exposed ISACA Standards, Guidelines, and Tools 
and Techniques are posted at www.isaca.org/standards.

Disclaimer:  ISACA has designed this guidance as the minimum 
level of acceptable performance required to meet the professional 
responsibilities set out in the ISACA Code of Professional Ethics. 
ISACA makes no claim that use of these products will assure a 
successful outcome. The guidance should not be considered inclusive 
of any proper procedures and tests or exclusive of other procedures 
and tests that are reasonably directed to obtaining the same results. In 
determining the propriety of any specific procedure or test, the control 
professionals should apply their own professional judgment to the 
specific control circumstances presented by the particular systems or IS 
environment.

tools and techniques
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Order online at www.isaca.org/bookstore

CISA® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations 
Manual, 11th Edition 
Designed to familiarize candidates with the question types and 
topics featured in the CISA exam, the CISA® Review Questions, 
Answers & Explanations Manual, 11th Edition consists of 1,000 
multiple-choice study questions that have previously appeared in 
the CISA® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Manual 2015 
and the CISA® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Manual 
2015 Supplement. The manual has been updated according to the 
newly revised 2016 Job Practice.

Many questions have been revised or completely rewritten 
to be more representative of the CISA exam question format and/or 
to provide further clarity or explanation of the correct answer. These 
questions are not actual exam items but are intended to provide 
CISA candidates with an understanding of the type and structure of 
questions and content that have previously appeared on the exam. 
This publication is ideal to use in conjunction with the:

 • CISA® Review Manual, 26th Edition 

 • CISA® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations 
  Database – 12 Month Subscription

 
Member: US $120.00  
Non-member: US $156.00
Product Code: QAE11ED

Available in: Chinese Simplified, Italian, Japanese,  
and Spanish

CISA® Review Manual, 26th Edition
The CISA® Review Manual, 26th Edition is a comprehensive
reference guide designed to help individuals prepare for the CISA 
exam and understand the roles and responsibilities of an information 
systems (IS) auditor. The manual has been revised according to 
the 2016 CISA Job Practice and represents the most current, 
comprehensive, peer-reviewed IS audit, assurance, security and 
control resource available. 

The 26th edition is organized to assist candidates in understanding 
essential concepts and studying the following job practice areas: 
The Process of Auditing Information Systems; Governance and 
Management of IT; Information Systems Acquisition, Development 
and Implementation; Information Systems Operations, Maintenance 
and Service Management; Protection of Information Assets. 

The manual also serves as an effective  
desk reference for IS auditors.
 
Member: US $105.00  
Non-member: US $135.00
Print Product Code: CRM26ED
eBook Product Code: EPUB_CRM26ED

Featured Exam Prep Materials

CISA® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations 
Database—12-Month Subscription
The  is a comprehensive 1,000-question pool of items that combines 
the questions from the The database has been revised according to 
the recently updated 2016 CISA Job Practice. 

The database is available via the web, allowing CISA Candidates to 
log in at home, at work or anywhere they have Internet connectivity. 
This database is MAC and Windows compatible.

Exam candidates can take sample exams with randomly selected 
questions and view the results by job practice domain, allowing 
for concentrated study in particular areas. Additionally, questions 
generated during a study session are sorted based on previous 
scoring history, allowing CISA candidates to identify their strengths 
and weaknesses and focus their study efforts accordingly.  

Member: US $185.00  
Non-member: US $225.00
Product Code: XMXCA15-12M

The CISA® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations 
Database is also available on CD-Rom in Spanish.

BESTSELLING PRODUCT

CRISC™ Review Manual, 6th Edition
The CRISC™ Review Manual, 6th Edition is a comprehensive 
reference guide designed to help individuals prepare for the CRISC 
exam and understand IT-related business risk management roles 
and responsibilities. The manual has been enhanced over the  
past editions and represents the most current, comprehensive, 
peer-reviewed IT-related business risk management resource 
available worldwide.

The 6th edition manual is organized to assist candidates in 
understanding essential concepts and studying the following job 
practice areas:

 • IT Risk Identification

 • IT Risk Assessment

 • Risk Response and Mitigation

 • Risk and Control Monitoring and Reporting

Member: US $85.00
Non-member: US $115.00
Print Product Code: CRR6ED
eBook Product Code: EPUB_CRR6ED
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Order online at www.isaca.org/bookstore

CRISC™ Review Questions, Answers & Explanations 
Manual, 4th Edition
The CRISC™ Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Manual, 4th 
Edition is designed to familiarize candidates with the question types 
and topics featured in the CRISC exam. 

The 500 questions in this manual have been consolidated from the 
CRISC™ Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Manual 2015 
and the CRISC™ Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Manual 
2015 Supplement. 

Many questions have been revised or completely rewritten to be  
more representative of the CRISC exam question format, and/or to 
provide further clarity or explanation of the correct answer. These 
questions are not actual exam items, but are intended to provide 
CRISC candidates with an understanding of the type and structure  
of questions and content that have previously appeared on the exam. 

Member: US $72.00
Non-member: US $96.00
Product Code: CRQ4ED 

Available in Spanish 
Product Code: CRQ4EDS

CRISC™ Review Questions, Answers & Explanations 
Database—12-Month Subscription
The CRISC™ Practice Question Database is a comprehensive 
500-question pool of items that contains the questions from the 
CRISC™ Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Manual, 4th 
Edition. The database is available via the web, allowing CRISC 
candidates to log in at home, at work or anywhere they have Internet 
connectivity. The database is MAC and Windows compatible.

Exam candidates can take sample exams with randomly selected 
questions and view the results by job practice domain, allowing 
for concentrated study in particular areas. Additionally, questions 
generated during a study session are sorted based on previous 
scoring history, allowing CRISC candidates to identify their strengths 
and weaknesses and focus their study efforts accordingly. 

Member: US $185.00
Non-member: US $225.00 
Product Code: XMXCR14-12M  

CISM® Review Manual, 15th Edition
The CISM® Review Manual, 15th Edition is designed to helpyou 
prepare for the CISM® exam. This comprehensive, easy-to-navigate 
manual is organized into chapters that correspond to the four job 
practice areas covered in the CISM exam. The Manual is primarily 
designed as a tool for exam prep, but can also be useful as a 
reference manual for information security managers. 

New to the 15th Edition: 

 • In Practice Questions help you explore the concepts in the   
  CISM Review Manual in your own practice. 

 • Knowledge Checks are designed to help reinforce important 
  concepts from the Review Manual to further enhance your 
  learning. 

 • Case Studies provide real-world scenarios to help you gain a 
  practical perspective on the Review Manual content and how it 
  relates to the CISM’s practice. 

 • Comprehensive Index has been updated to make navigating 
  the Review Manual easier and more intuitive. 

Member: US $105.00  
Non-member: US $135.00
Print Product Code: CM15ED 
eBook Product Code: EPUB_CM15ED 

NEW!

CISM® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations 
Manual, 9th Edition
The CISM® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Manual,  
9th Edition consists of 1,000 multiple-choice study questions, 
answers and explanations, which are organized according to the 
CISM job practice domains. 

The questions, answers and explanations are intended to introduce 
the CISM candidate to the types of questions that appear on the 
CISM exam. This publication is ideal to use in conjunction with the 
CISM Review Manual 15th Edition. 

Member: US $120.00  
Non-member: US $156.00
Product Code: CQA9ED

NEW!

 9th Edition

CISM
 Review Questions, Answers &
 Explanations Manual  
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3701 Algonquin Road   |   Suite 1010
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008   |   USA

P: +1.847.253.1545
F: +1.847.253.1443
E: info@isaca.org
isaca.org  

20% OFF YOUR ORDER.
Use code JOURNAL20 at checkout.

Offer good until 1 July 2017!
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CISM® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Database—12-Month Subscription
The CISM® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Database is a comprehensive 1,000-question pool  
of items that contains the questions from the CISM® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Manual  
9th Edition. 

The database is available via the web, allowing our CISM candidates to log in at home, at work or anywhere 
they have Internet connectivity. The database is MAC and Windows compatible.

Exam candidates can take sample exams with randomly selected questions and view the results by job practice 
domain, allowing for concentrated study in particular areas. Additionally,  questions generated during a study 
session are sorted based on previous scoring history, allowing CISM candidates to identify their strengths and 
weaknesses and focus their study efforts accordingly. 

 
Member: US $185.00  
Non-member: US $225.00
Product Code: XMXCM15-12M

NEW!

CGEIT® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations 
Manual, 4th Edition
The CGEIT® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations 
Manual, 4th Edition is designed to familiarize candidates with the 
question types and topics featured in the CGEIT exam.

The 250 questions in this manual have been consolidated from 
the CGEIT® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Manual, 
2015 and the CGEIT® Review Questions, Answers & Explanations 
Manual, 2015 Supplement.

Many questions have been revised or completely rewritten to be 
more representative of the CGEIT exam question format and/or to 
provide further clarity or explanation of the correct answer. These 
questions are not actual exam items but are intended to provide 
CGEIT candidates with an understanding of the type and structure 
of questions and content that has previously appeared on the 
exam. This publication is ideal to use in conjunction with the:

 • CGEIT® Review Manual, 7th Edition

Member: US $60.00
Non-member: US $75.00
Product Code: CGQ4ED

CGEIT® Review Manual, 7th Edition
The  is designed to help 
individuals prepare for the CGEIT exam and understandthe 
responsibilities of those who implement or manage the governance 
of enterprise IT (GEIT) or have significant advisory or assurance 
responsibilities in regards to GEIT. It is a detailed reference guide 
that has been developed and reviewed by subject matter experts 
actively involved in governance of enterprise IT worldwide. 

The manual is organized to assist candidates in understanding 
essential concepts and studying the following updated job 
practice areas: 

 • Framework for the governance of enterprise IT

 • Strategic management

 • Benefits realization

 • Risk optimization

 • Resource optimization

Member: US $85.00
Non-member: US $115.00 
Print Product Code: CGM7ED 
eBook Product Code: EPUB_CGM7ED 

Order online at www.isaca.org/bookstore

 

20% OFF YOUR ORDER.
Use code JOURNAL20 at checkout.

Offer good until 1 July 2017!
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Competition, regulation, evolving technology—change is constant. As a global leader 
in training, education and certification for information systems and business professionals, 
ISACA® can provide enterprise employees with the knowledge and skills to take on the 
challenges and build on the opportunities of an ever-changing world. Our Enterprise Training 
and Continuing Professional Education (CPE) programs are: 

 • Customizable to your specific needs.

 • Available at or near your location, reducing downtime and travel.

 • Taught by expert trainers with real-world experience.

Learn more about ISACA Enterprise Training at: www.isaca.org/enterprisetraining
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